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Kentucky Windage

ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
IESETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
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Three Sections
Twenty-Six Puges

Subrmtted in judg.ng Contests.

(By P. W.)
Although nobody asked me,I'm going to
say it anyhow: next Tuesday I'm going to
vote for the Wendell Ford-Julian Carroll
team for Governor and Lieutenant Governor
and I hope you will too.
Why? Because they are Democrats and
we live in a strong Democratic section. Because they are both West Kentuckians (Ford
from Owensboro and Carroll from Paducah)
and because we live in West Kentucky. Because Ford is the Lieutenant-Governor and
Carroll is Speaker of the House, and this experience gives both of them the edge on their
opponents. And because a lot of us down
here know both of these men personally and
think they are square shooters and will give
us more for our money.
And Wendell Ford, my friend, did us
one tiny little favor a couple of years ago.
While we were hanging on the edge of aur
seats watching the State Legislature see-saw
back and forth on the slow-time versus the
fast-time question, wondering whether or not
Fulton was going to be on one time and
South Fulton on another, wondering whether
or not we would be in the god-awfulest mess
down here we had ever seen, Wendell
Ford, as Lieutenant-Governor and presiding
officer of the Senate; cast the tie-breaking
vote that put us on "fast" time and kept us
all from getting into bedlam down here.
Does it pay to have good friends in high
places? Think that one over! An Eastern
Kentuckian would have reversed the matter.
This week, for the first time in years,
we are changing our editorial page around a
little. Instead of the weekly poem, we are beginning a photo feature dug up froin our
files, which we believe will have a wider appeal. We will begin with unidentified photos,
and ask any of our readers, if they will, to
please call or write us what information
about the picture they can supply. And, instead of regular "editorials", our various columnists will be expressing their respective
opinions in their columns, which amount to
"editorial opinion" anyhow.
.. One feature that we -would like 44,4xwiffi-Vourrelp ... is the "Letter to
Continued on page 2

Betty's Banter
by Betty Higgins
The observance of national holidays on
Mondays, regardless of the traditional dates,
always revives old feelings I had when it
was first decided that that practice would be
followed. You see, George Washington and I
have shared birthdays for as long as I can
remember. Imagine my surprise the first
time I looked on the calendar to see February 22 marked as "Traditional Washington's
Birthday." The previous Monday had been
marked "Observance of George Washington's birthday."
Now that George has this sort of "floating" birthday, I feel that my own birthday
moves around, too. Lawmakers sometimes
show slight consideration for the little man's
feelings. Not that I'm anti-long weekends.
But it does seem that these things can be
taken a bit too far for the sake of convenience.
OOPSIIII
Recently someone commented on a
rather costly mistake made in a newspaper
advertisement. The comment brought to
mind several printing errors I have come
across. Some aren't printable (although they
did get printed!). One of the most amusing
didn't appear in a newspaper. Rather, it
found it's way into our church bulletin,
which was one reason it was so funny. Our
church had just remodeled the dining room
and had planned a dinner. The announcement, as it appeared in the bulletin, read:
Come and enjoy dinner with us in our new
sinning room.
NO DOUBT ABOUT IT
Well, I guess what the young man said
at the Rotary luncheon a few weeks back is
true. When called upon for an impromptu
speech by Cooper Patterson, band director at
Fulton City Schools, one of the band members put it plainly: We're going to get new
uniforms this year because my mother is
treasurer and she said we will.
Anyway, I understand that the uniforms
Continued on page 2
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City, State Eledions Capture
Attention Of Voters Tuesday
Next Tuesday is election day in Kentucky,
and voters will be asked to select a full slate of
candidates from the Governor, Lieutenant-Governor on down.
Citizens of the city of Fulton will also be asked to select four commissioners from the list of
eight on the ballot.
In addition, Kentucky citizens will be asked
whether or not they favor amending the state
constitution to provide for a homestead exemption for owner-residents who are 65 or over.
Locally, there was a flurry
of campaigning among 13 candidates for City Commissioner
before the primary September
18th; since the primary, there
has been no apparent activity
whatever. The eight candidates
selected on the September 18th
primary include four incumbents. The entire slate on next
Tuesday's ballot includes (in
the order they will be listed):
Bob Craven, Charles Robert
Bennett, Lorene Harding, Gilbert DeMyer,J. D, Hales, Charles Gregory,
Richard
N.
("Dick") Armstrong and Paul
Kasnow.
State-wide and locally
as
well, the race between Democratic Candidates Wendell Ford
and Julian Carroll, versus the
Republican team of Tom Emberton and Jim Host has occupied the spotlight for the
last several weeks. Both sides
have active headquarters here
and both have spared little expense in seeking to publicize
their candidates issues. State-

Wayne Freeman of Mayfield.
Appearing on the May primary
ballot as George A. Ford, his
victory came as a great surprise to many Hickman and
West Kentucky voters.
The West Hickman resident
says that if elected, he will
open an office in his neighborhood and that Mr. Yarbro will
serve as his administrative
assistant.
Fulton County Jaycees are
going to made a real exciting
day for voters who turn out to
vote for their favorite candidates on Tuesday,
November 2.
A huge, delicious Harper's
country ham will be given away
at the end of the day's voting
to some lucky voter. Registration slips will be handed out
at each of the county's 16 precincts. The registration booths
will be located more than 50
feet away from the voting booths
in order not to violate any election laws.
The Jaycees revealed that the
project is Intended to get out
a large vote on election day.
No partisanship is
involved
In the civic project, they said.

wide, an edge is conceded the
Ford-Carroll team because of
their greater experience in
State government.
An early morning crowd turned out Thursday to welcome Lt.-Ge*. Wendell Ford, a candidate
The American Party
has
for governor on the Democratic ticket. Greeting him as he started his day-long helicopter tout
its own slate in the races, alin West Kentucky are: Jim Butts, First District Democratic coordinator; Charles Thomas,
though its candidate for Governor, William Smith, has been
perintendent of Fulton schools; Mr. Ford; W. P. Burnett., president of the International Banana
overshadowed by the intensity
Festival and Dan Taylor Fulton County co-chairman for the Democratic party.
of the Ford-Emberton race.
Likeliest contestant to win on
the American Party slate might
well be William Casey, candidate
for Railroad Commissioner. Casey, who hails from
Wickliffe, is an experienced
railroader while his Democratic opponent, George Ford
of Hickman (who won over incumbent Wayne Freeman in the
primary) lacks any public office
Approximately 100 persons, profiles, and photographs illusexperience whatever and was
Wendell Ford, Democratic
about 100 less than the expected trating the flooding that has ocacknowledged
to have been
turn-out, lunched at the Park curred in the area, and the candidate for governor, launchplaced on the ballot as a joke.
Terrace Tuesday at noon and flooding that could occur in the ed his helicopter tour of WestFord, who says that he was
heard Col. John V. Parish of future under present conditions. ern Kentucky this mornin by
put on the May primary ballot
the Memphis District Army Col. Parish emphasized that walking down Fulton's Lake
by his good friend and guardian
Corps of Engineers, explain improvements made on
Street,
shaking
chatand
hands
the
Fulton County tied with huge
Waudell Yarbro, won an upthe
flood plain information streams would change eleva- ting with a crowd of erithusius
. set victory over veteran leg- Jefferson County for fourth
booklet compiled by the U. S. tions contained in the report. tic supporters.
islator, and the encumbent place in contributions in the
Army during the last several
One such improvement proHeart Fund Drive for Kentucky.
The 9 a. m. appearance here
months.
ject, now under consideration was the first leg of a tour that
The 1971 drive in Fulton County
The study, concerning the in
Vicksburg,
Mississippi, will take Ford into eleven first
netted
a total of $2,460.73,
Harris Fork Creek and the would involve $2,813,000 and
yielding a per capita contridistrict cities.
South
Fulton
Branch, was the paving of channels through
bution of 24.2 cents.
Ford told the Fulton crowd
specially prepared for the cities the urban and rural areas of
Charles Ross, field director
of Fulton and South Fulton, to Fulton and South Fulton, After that. "No part of our nation
for the Western Division of
aid in flood damage control, approval there, the project will exceeds Kentucky in natural
the Kentucky Heart Association
The commission also consiThe announcement of rules
at a cost of $25,000.
be sent to Washington
for beauty, the hospitality of its
made the announcement, citing
governing the use of City Park, dered and approved a payment
Col. Parish described the Congressional
approval and people and the romance of our
Fulton County for its high rankthe approval of payments con- of $400 to Vanguard Associhistory and traditions.
study as "technical informa- funding.
ing among the 120 counties in
nected with construction
of ates for technical assistance
- tioe destimed to el1mt.ind4 enParish warnettilat thik
He continued." All thew facthe high school, ahd the dis- utilized - in the preparation of Kentucky.
" Vriae-ifse °Mood plains." Point- could involve a long period of tors combine to
County leaders who made the
mate tourism cussion
of the Workable Pro- the Workable Program Recer- Drive
ing out that "floods are caused time, hence, the flood plain in- it great potential industry
such an overwhelming
for gram constituted the
bulk of tification, which will qualify success for
by nature, but flood damage is formation should be utilized for our state." Ford
1971 were: Mrs.
pledged to the city commission's business Fulton for federal assistance.
caused by man," he explained development in flood plain areas work
Fred
Stokes, Jr., of Hickman,
to develop this potential Monday night.
Resolution 71-15, which must
various preventative measures. now. "Act on the information
Fulton
County
chairman; Mrs.
for Kentucky as governor.
The
recently
established be adopted before the city can Robert T. Peterson,
Specifically, Col, Parish sug- contained in this report," he
Fulton,
Ford concluded: "We can de- Park Board, headed by Louis submit an application for Flood
gested that the information re- recommended.
Fulton City chairman;
garding probable flood heights
The report states that the velop this great natural ro. Weaks, has drawn up seven Insurance, was approved.
Hickman Rosettes, sponsors
And payment of $39,589.44
of
be used in determining
the cities of Fulton and South Ful- source for the pleasure of our rules affecting the use
of the Heart Sunday Campaign
and in Hickman;
elevation of newly constructed ton are located in the upper visitors and for the pleasure Fulton City Park. They are: to McAdoo Contractors
Mrs. Richard
1. No one allowed in
the $475.07 to Peck Associates in Adams of Hickman, CayceSpec
buildings. He also advised the portion
of the Harris Fork and profit of our hornefollcs.
use of the flood plain infor- Creek drainage basin. Harris This my administration will Park from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. connection with the construction ial Events chairman; Jim Whip2. No cars allowed in the play- of the new high school was
mation in deciding home and Fork flows through Fulton and
ple
of
Hickman, Hickman
appz oved.
ground area.
business locations.
continues in a southwesterly
Business Gifts chairman; and
The tour was coordinated
An October 14 letter from
3. A special permit must be
In the introduction to the re- direction to its confluence with through the campaign
their- obtained for truck and conces- C. L. Collier, commenting fav- Mrs. Charles Poynor, Hickman,
port, it is explained that two the North Fork Obion River men in oath
the Hickman Coffee Day chair
county on the sion stands within the
play- orably on the recent redirection man.
phases of the Fulton-South Ful- approximately ten miles down- schedule. Dan
Taylor, Brodie ground area.
of Fourth Street traffic, was
ton flood problem have been stream. South Fulton Branch Creed,
and Earl Taylor are
4. Any organization using the discussed by the commission.
included. From the report:
flows westerly through South Fulton County
HORSE SHOW
cochairmen
Park must have a special per- Mr. Collier suggested the re"First, it compiles a record Fulton to its confluence with
moval of traffic on one side of
mit.
The Hickman Riding Club's
of the largest known floods in Harris Fork Creek.
Commercial
5. Anyone destroying prowhere the street Horse Show, which was rained
A story in last week's issue of
the past on the two aboveperty is subject to arrest and enters State Line. The com- out Sunday afternoon, will be
mentioned
streams (Harris The News on the joint meeting
fine.
mission delayed action pending staged Sunday. October 31 nt
Fork Creek and South Fulton for the presentation of the study
6. The speed limit in the further consideration.
James Martin, FultonCoun1 .30 p m.
Branch). Second, it deals with done on the Harris Fork Creek, ty's dog
warden informed the area is 15 miles per hour
probable future floods—the In- contained a misleading state7.
No
Hickman Courier on Monday
park equipment can be
termediate Regional and the ment. It stated, "No local exthat he is no longer employed moved from the Park unless
penditure is required. . . ."
Standard Project Floods."
as turnkey at the Fulton County authorized by the Park Board.
Actually, when the channel
Col. Parish defined, as does
The rules are effective imjail.
Fulton and
the report, Intermediate Re- improvement in
He stated, that there
had mediately. Signs bearing the
gional Floods as those that have South Fulton is initiated, the been some misunderstanding new regulations are to be postan average frequency of occur- cities will have to acquire about his employment there and ed throughout the Park.
Postmaster Joe Treas, am- which are Zip Codes served by
rence once every 100 years. right-of-ways, which will in- that now he is devoting full time
The Park Board was ap- plifying on a new mail service Nashville, McKenzie and JackThis means that every year volve some expenditure.
pointed by the city commission program recently announced by son, Tennessee; Paducah and
to the dog warden's post.
An estimation of the cost is
there is a 1% chance of a
in August. It is basically auton- Washington headquarters, today Bowling
Green,
Kentucky;
not now available,
however,
flood occurring here.
omous, however, some matters, identified local areas
which Evansville, Indiana; CarbonFulton City Mayor Nelson Tripp
CONFERENCE CHAMPS.
such
as
financial
decisions
dale,
are
receive
are
Illinois
to
overnight
and
deSikeston,
MisStandard Project Floods oc- speculated that "no appreciable
The Fulton Junior High team subject to commission review. livery of
first-class mail orig- souri.
cur more rarely and are con- amount
be
will
involved, hits become county conference Board members,
besides Mr. inating within the Fulton area.
Postmaster General Blount
siderably
larger
than past especially in view of the prochamps after an undefeated Weaks, are Mrs. Hunter Byrd
These areas include the fol- on August 26 unveiled the Postal
floods.
tection that will be afforded by season. Their record
stands at Whitesell, Percy Lee, George lowing, 370-372, 382, 383, 420, Service's new goal of overThe report includes maps, the project."
5-0.
Brock, and Jim Martin.
421-422, 424,467-477,629, 638, night delivery of local area
first-class mail deposited by
5:00 p.m.
"The Postmaster General
has pointed out that this program will affect more than half
of all first-class letter mail
sent in the United States," PostBy Betty Higgins
Dutch," But "I plan to get it show three," he said.
master Treas said, "So custoEarlier this month he brought
At a time when most flower back next year," he said. He
mers of every post office in
several friends, also home a blue ribbon, two red
enthusiasts are putting their and
the country will be benefitting
gardening tools away and turn- ialiah-lovers trade varieties, ribbons, and one yellow rippon
from the new service goal,"
ing thoughts away from their and they will provide him with from an Evansville Show.
Substantially more than half
Mr. Ross has been licensed
tulips and roses, Neal Ross is sprouts from "All Dutch."
of the 52 billion pieces of firstMr. Ross a member of the to sell the bulbs for 15 years.
already planning and ordering
class
mail handled annually are
bulbs for next year's crop of American Daliah Soc iety , start- but since flowers are mostly
for delivery in the city where
ed working with daliahs five a hobby, he doesn't operate a
daliahs.
deposited or in nearby comMr. Ross, who Just returned years ago. A man who was in greenhouse. However, people
munities.
from a flower show in Memphis the hospital in Michigan where find out about his many varieties
The areas outlined today by
with 37 ribbons, a silver tray his brother was a patient dis- and he frequently makes sales.
Postmaster Treas are those
Only a few days ago, a woand a "Best in the Show" award, cussed the flower with him, then
within which next day delivery
makes flowers his year-round sent him "forty of his best man from Memphis who judges
will be provided for Zip-Coded
bulbs," according to Mr. Ross, flowers all over the United
hobby.
first-class
mall deposited by
Previously, his main interest States visited the Ross garden.
The daliah bulbs aren't plant5:00 p.m. on weekdays in the
ed until the first week in June, had been in iris, and Mr. Ross “She said our flowers were as
Main Post Office or in Colbut Mr. Ross will soon be or- cOncedes that they are still his good as any she had seen anylection Boxes at points where
dering his choices for that crop main interest. In the meantime, where," Mr. Ross said. Evicollection
times are shown befrom Holland and several places however, he's doing well with dently she was more Impressed
fore 5:00 p.m.
his second interest.
than that, because she took
in the United States,
The
Postal
Service has set
The garden behind the Ross
Last year in the Memphis about 75 of Mr. Ross' daliati
October 31 as the deadline for
home on the Dukedom-Latham show his daliah "Dash" took bulbs with her.
achieving
the
95
percent goal.
highway contains about
300 the prize for "Queen of the
The "green thumb" really PART OF THE LOOT.
Neal Ross shows off two of the silver
varieties of the Wish. some of Show." In addition, he brought doesn't
believe there is such trays and several of
the ribbons he's collected with his prizethe late-blooming flowers (they home 27 ribbons from the ex- a thing.
He maintains that
usually bloom in July), still hibit. In his words he 'tore flowers
IN THE FINALS
mostly require "a lot winning dallahs. Mr. Ross lust brought back one of the trays end
look beautiful, at least to an the show apart." As a matter of work,
work, work." He does 37 ribbons from a flower show in Memphis.
untrained-eye. But as soon as of fact, those who run the show have
The South Fultoo Junior
some help in that depart_
the first frost falls, Mr. Ross are going to make sure Neal ment,
Devils wilt play in the Obion
though. Mrs. Rosa dis- Astounding to an amateur is
also say whether it came iron.
says the stalks will be leveled Ross doesn't walk away with plays a
County Elementary Conference
broad knowledge of their ability to point to any
Holland, Oregon, North Caroand the roots will be-dug up the show again. "They told me dallahs,
too.
one of the 300 varieties and tag lina, or California. This season Bowl, wRh a 4-1 record for the
and labeled for use stud year. this time that I'll only be able
Both talk about the "Prime it either formal or
informal they will add Washington to season. Tentative date for the
Mr. Ross explained that he to show one type of each flower, Minister"
from Holland and decorative, cactus or semichampionship game is Novemtheir ordering list.
favorite, "All even though the rules Bay I can "Jack
"told" his
Dean" with familiarity. cactus. No doubt they could
ber 4.
(Cont. on page 6)

Flood Plain Report
Outlined At Meeting

Wendell Ford
'Copier Tour
Begins Here

Fulton Co. Ties
For 4th Place
In State Drive

Commission Receives Rules
Formulated By Park Board

Dog Warden

Postmaster Identifies Areas
To Receive Overnight Delivery

Daliah's The Name, Prize Winning's The Game

"

WINDAGE-From Page One

Do You Remember This?

the Editor" column, which is a splendid public forum whenever needed. You must sign
your letter, but your name will be kept confidential if you wish it. Unfortunately, most
letters of this nature in a small town like this
are read in order to chew up the writer,
rather than chew on the subject matter. So
. . . when you have something that you feel
needs to be said, say it!
The new passenger train service, Amtrack, has discovered a curious fact on ticket
- prices: it costs $4.10 more to take a train
:ffom Miami to Chicago than it does from
:Chicago to Miami.
That ought to be simple to explain: one
.way is downhill, the other uphill.
BANTER-From Page One
have been ordered, even though the fund still
lacks several hundred dollars. So if you
haven't jumped on the "bandwagon" yet,
there's still time to do so with a contribution.

ABOUT TIME
One Hickman Countian observed that
the men especially are glad that the centennial is over. They welcome the return of the
short skirts. You know,there should be some
kind of exchange program set up whereby
counties could exchange centennial paraphernalia. Second hand garb would be more
authentic anyway.
SULLIVAN SLIP
Ed Sullivan is usually a rather somber
man, but several Sunday nights ago when he
was introducing a woman in the audience,
he cracked up along with the audience and
probably thousands of viewers. Instead of
saying that Miss So-and-So was now starring
at.. . he said, "now starving at." Welcome to
the club, Ed.
MOVING UP
Charlie Thomas, superintendent of city
schools, took time out from his busy schedule to take me on a tour of the new high
school which is nearing completion. I envy
the kids who will be moving out there
around Christmas time. My own high school
isn't terribly old, or that outdated, but
modern schools are so much more cheerful
and colorful.
Allow me, to give you a sneak preview of
what you'll see when you visit the school's
open house in a few weeks.. .
Color is the first element you notice as
you walk into the building, and you run into
it all through the structure. The lockers are
done in bright blues, reds, and yellows. No
longer do planners rely on the drab greens
and browns that don't show dirt. Instead
they apply liberal coats of bright, light
colors. The new high school sports Fulton
City's school colors in the gymnasium, hallways, and several other areas.
Having earned my teaching certificate,
I learned first-hand about the influence of
surroundings on the performance of students. Cramped, constantly supervised quarters tend to stifle students and make them
rebellious and restless. One feature in evidence in most modern schools is the unsupervised, open study area. This area in the
new high school, "the commons" will no
doubt be one of the most frequented of the
school. Located off the stage area and next
to the library, it will provide students with
a relaxed atmosphere in which to study or
converse. The school has several other innovative features, but I'd rather not spoil anyone's visit by giving a complete description.
HYACINTHS TO FEED THY SOUL
/f of thy mortal goods thou are bereft,
And from thy slender store two loaves alone
to thee are left,
Sell one, and with the dole
Buy hyacinths to feed thy soul.
Attributed to the Gulistan of Moslih
Eddin Saadi
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Political Confusion and Promises

From Our Picture Album
A COLUMN BY WIN WHITNIA.

POLITICAL CONFUSION AND WILL YOU VOTE TUESDAY,
PROMISES
NOVEMBER 2nd
Cast your influence. Vote.
Confusion created by the
by
Tbe candidates for governor
myriad of promises made
the candidates for governor re- In the present election have
mind me of the episode of how been trying for many Weeks to
Ise voter voiced his confused influence yoii to vote for them.
Here is your opnbrtunity to acopinion.
This chap prepared a huge cept or reject 'their attempts
campaign button with four big to influence you.
When you stand in front of
bold block letters, BAIK printthe secret voting booth or in
ed on it.
street
front of the voting machine,
Walking down the
wearing this over-sized cam- you are the one who is doing
paign insignia, he met a friend. the influencing. It's your chance
The friend, puzzled and amused, to have your influence recordblurted out: 'What in the world ed. Also you can exert your
do the letters BAD( stand for influence on the ether office
on that billboard you are wear- seekers and in the constitutional
ing?" "These letters spell out amendment appearing on the
my sentiments; Boy Am I Con- ballot.
Your one vote does count.
fused," explained the voter.
"But you dope, you don't spell A mere 91 votes decided the
confused with the letter K," election for governor of Minshouted his friend. "Well that nesota in 1962. In 1963 Louie
was defeated by Ned
how Nunn
just goes to show you
confused I am," was the reply. Breathitt by 13,157 votes. If
In the present campaign we 5 voters from each of the 3,precincts had been inwith 027
been bombarded
have
promises of removing the sales treated enough to vote, the rehave been different.
groceries,
could
sults
tax on take-home
creation of more jobs, taxing In the presidential election of
minerals, inaugurating a lot- 1960 the decision was made by
state only 166,256 votes.
tery, reorganizing the
Don't dig up that embalmed
government-just to mention a
excuse, my vote won't matter
few.
The General Assembly meet- or mean anything. Of course it
ing in 1972 will have the final does. Exercise your privilege
word in determining how many of having a voice in ouritemof these promises can be turned ocratic way of life. Cast your
into reality. One thing is fairly influence. Vote next Tuesday.
assured, if taxes are removed
around
anywhere
on one item they will be put on
They're reading a book called "Friends Near and Far," but these little lassies look like Bury haven't got one
something else. So don't expect
close. Seems like this photo was taken on the first day of South Fulton school one year. Which year? And who two the students?
any tax reduction or relief.
It would also be nice to let us know of their whereabouts now. Will you,
If you are confused, perhaps
your best bet is to vote for
the candidate who can best per- Fulton, Kentucky
draws deep pleasure and spir- Boys or Henry or fallen in love suade the state legislature to
itual sustenance from the con- with the theater. One thing had help him keep some of these
FULTON'S
templation of these things. When led to another as if by mere promises. Your worst bet is to October 23
the land is threatened, and the chance and yet somehow it all stay away from the polls and not
life within it to a great ex- made a pattern. Seventeenth- vote. That is a vote for apathy Editors, THE NEWS,
tent destroyed, due to ig- century London could be a hard and indifference.
FULTON! Where ARE You?
norance, uncaring, and simple and lonely place and, as Tom
Once upon a time, as the story
greed, Ohlmstead feels that realized later, he had been inBY LUCY DANIEL
A TIMELY PRAYER
this was a thriving town,
goes,
a part of the best part of himMany decades ago my grandYou, and most
self is also destroyed and, credibly lucky. It was Henry, father, Rev. T, J. McGill, a re- no holds barred.
of us remember these days,not
This week let's take a brief man, the sequence proceeds quietly but deeply angry, he the daughter of an actress with
minister, was too long ago.
Methodist
tired
look at some adult and juvenile through the rituals of birth, determines to do something the King's
Company, who appointed chaplain of the TenToday every major industry
books that have been recently love, war, and death to the fore- about it: "Why had he thought suggested that he find work
nessee State Senate. His only has either left Fulton or cut
received from the Department shadowing of the Conquest, the he could sit uselessly in the
wealthy
the
lighting
as a linkboy,
duty consisted of opening each back its operations. To mention
days of despair, and, finally, sun? He would
join them, home after the theater. And it
of Libraries in Frankfort.
session of the senate with a a few: Swift & Co., Illinois
the apocalyptic visions of a the conservationists, and the
working as a linkboy that prayer.
was
Central, Ferry-Morse Seed,
IN THE TRAIL OF THE WIND new life. Detailed notes are more militant the organization Josh found Tom again and the
A grandson said to him one Siegel,
Melrose Chemical,
by John Bierhorst (J897). A supplied for each of the 126 se- that wanted to take him in, the
what do you Pepsi Cola, Coca Cola, Culp
"Grandpa,
day,
have
which
of
several
lections,
story reaching back thousands
better." THE STREAM is in
senpray about in the state
Wholesale, and so many other
of years unfolds in this unusual never before been translated many ways the roost mature two started making plans to resate?" The old gentleman strok- places on Lake Street and other
collection of native American Into English. Illustrated with and thoughtful book by Robert cue his uncle. Before the resand
beard
white
long
his
ed
too
streets they would be
poetry, translated from over period engravings and equipped Murphy, the widely read author cue can take place,though, Tom
answered; "Well son I'll tell numerous to list at this time.
forty languages representing all with a glossary of tribes and of an impressive list of works. finds himself in the midst of
you. When I stand up on that
One
we
have
lainps1?
What
Charles
meets
OF
He
adventure.
TRAIL
THE
IN
cultures
Indian
languages,
the bast-known
platform and thok Over the asOf North and South America. THE lArIND provides a fascinatObit- Hart, the actor,who encourages sortment of senators standing glue factory Which mayft.rriploy,
70 peOnl,pliatYs'what I
A cross-cultural anthology_ ing and valuable introduction to „stancej.pc he,r,..(.1 iictIon) It all Tom to try the stage, and CapI priy for the peenie
stPide,'.066 'Maunderof Its kind—It brings a body of literature 'thard& started with Joshua, though tain Hicks, the highwayman, who beforerne,
of
Tennessee."
me; I thank God for all
stand
with
helps
and
escape
one
known.
more
foils
be
widely
to
beserves
into focus the similarities
of course neither Tom nor
blessings.
tween peoples as widely sepUncle Jeremy knew him at the
PHILOSOPHY
OF
TOUCHES
The whole thing boils down
by Robert Time. If Josh hadn't stolen another, and King Charles himTHE STREAM
arated as the Sioux and the
and to this: WHY has Fulton been
A former local wit
Aztec, the Cherokee and the Murphy. (Adult fiction) This is the lord's purse, thrust it self, who proves the biggest
this left out? Union City and Mayvoiced
operator
telegraph
unspoilit
is Joshua
ancient Maya. Here are omens, the story of a natural,
into Tom's unsuspecting hands, help of all. But
summary of the life of man. field have all the industries
battle songs, orations, love ed, two-thousand-acre tract and run off, Uncle Jeremy never and the other Link Boys who
The three great events in a with far less land available,
lyrics, prayers, dreams, and of woodland and stream, of the would have been arrested and plan the exciting escape and•who
person's life are birth, mar- less transportation connections
mysterious incantations. Be- animals and birds that have Tom wouldn't have had to save teach Tom more about contemof him from hanging. But then Tom porary London that he ever riage, and death. The reason and all other things that would
ginning with the origin of the their habitat there, and
marriage comes in the middle seem nice to an industry lookearth and the emergence of Ohlmstead, a lonely man who never would have met the Link imagined he would know.
is to make death easy.
ing for a Southern location.
To put it down in cold facts,
neers have made in the channel of the Mississippi
One of the greatest mistakes there is something wrong with
FROM THE FILES:—
you can make in life is to be Fulton's approach to industry.
River there.
fearing you will It must be in the high echelons,
The citizens claim that the change ruins the continually
make one.
as the common person never
economic security and scenic value of their comtalks to these people.
Folks who never do any more
munity, which in the heyday of the river was an
People have been taxed for
they get paid for, never airports, civic centers, horse
than
important place.
TWENTY YEARS AGO
get paid for any more than they riding, schools, sewers, water,
Latest in the civic moves to convince the au- do.
NOVEMBER 9, 1971
housing, etc, all in the so-called
bebe
the
revoked
change
should
that
thorities
interest of attracting industry;
over
not
you
will
look
God
youngand
but
junior
to no avail.
a
Stahr,
Miss Alyce Glynn
fore it is too late is a resolution passed by the for medals, degrees, or diLet's wise up. Where is the
est daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stahr, Hickman Woman's Club Friday, October 26.
scars.
for
plomas but
trouble? Let's find it, and corwas crowned "Miss Hickman High School” Frirect it, and get moving.

Letters To Editor

UilDrrarry Conmerr

lid. mice-toys by

ibeflist

Turning Back The Clock

day evening at 8:30 in an elaborate, three-way
coronation ceremony at the high school as a result of the annual popularity contest, which is
one of the outstanding features of the school year.

Mary Jo Wilferd of Farmington, Kentucky,
has been awarded a one hundred dollar scholarship to Murray State College by the First District
Parent—Teacher Association. Presentation was
made by Mrs. Floyd Graves of Wickliffe, Kentucky, PTA president.
One of West Kentucky's most unique gift
shops will open its doors to the public on Monday, November 12, when Mrs. Clarence Reed and
Mrs. Hendon Wright will welcome visitors to the
Acorn House. Situated at the intersection of
Highway 51 and 45 by-pass, the shop, painted up
as brown as an acorn is crammed full of unusual
gifts, antiques, Kentucky handcraft, as well as
gift items imported from Switzerland, Italy,
Austria, Mexico, England and other foreign
markets.
For the first time in the history of the March
of Dimes organization in Kentucky each county
unit will be responsible for its separate operation, it was announced recently. Elbert Johns,
Fulton County chairman announced that an important meeting to set up the local group will be
held at the Woman's Club, Monday night November 12 at 7:30 p. m. Each county unit will be responsible for its own quota and campaign organization.

FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
NOVEMBER 5, 1926

Fulton High will battle Paducah tomorrow
in the fourth meeting of these two teams, as in
previous football games, close scores have prevailed (14-2, 14-9)and tomorrow's game is expected to be a dandy, the team and about 100 rooters
will arrive at 9:45 on "Whisky Dick" and the
game will start at 2 p. m.
Throngs of masked boys and girls paraded on
downtown Fulton streets last Saturday night
celebrating Halloween. Little real mischief was
done throughout the city, with the usual soap being freely used all over downtown windows. This
was very thoughtful of the revelers, since some
of the windows needed soap badly and today,
(after washing) look cleaner than they have all
year.
Farmers are still donating teams and men to
get east State Line graveled, and work is processing nicely on this volunteer project.
Members of the Women's Missionary Society
of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church sponsored a benefit tea Friday at the home of Mr.and
Mrs. Ramsey Snow on Third Street. About 100
registered. Mesdames Bettie Roper, Belle Gossum, and Miss Mary Lee poured coffee while
Mesdames Gus Bard, Floyd Irby, Will Stephens
and Dave Lowe served.

Mrs. Smott Morris entertained Wednesday
Miller Burgess, 35, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. at bridge, with Mrs. Jake Huddleston winning a
Burgess of Fulton, has been named manager of vase for high and Mrs. Martin Nall cutting conthe A&P Store in Fulton, and has assumed his solation for a crystal lemon squeezer.
new duties. He succeeds Joe Freeman.
The Chestnut Glade orchestra practiced at
Residents of the old river town of Hickman Mr. B.A. Golden's last Sunday and quite an audiare up in arms about the change the U.S. Engi- ence gathered to enjoy the music.

---Name Withheld by request
AnAADIE (Ed's note: Your comment on
the above is welcomed.Address
your letter to "Editor, The
P.O. Box 307, Fulton,
& MINOR, TOO NEWS.
Ky. 42041." Your name must
Sy 1101005 M. nUARNSTOOki
be signed to your letter but it
will be withheld from publili cation if you request it.)
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of the S. F. Chronicle, says that
one apartment house in the Ray Mrs.
Sebra Evans
City charges S7.50 after 5:30 1088 Vance
p.m. to open the door for any Memphis, Tennessee
tenant who has forgotten his
keys
Dear Betty Higgins:
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Seeing the picture of the old
Latta home in the October issue
of the News, brought back some
recollections of my early childhood.
About 1909 or 1910, I was
a flower girl in the wedding of
Miss Latta and Mr. Hardin
In that home. ft was a beauti•••
ful wedding. The music was
furnished by a quartette, my
LETTER OPENINGS
mother, Mrs. Jim Thurmond
THAT I DREAD
From the Assessor's Office: sang alto and I think Mrs. Eva
-We find that your property last Weeks, wife of Dr. George
Weeks of Water Valley sang
was reassessed in 1957 and.
From my Mother-In-Law: soprano. Am not sure about the
"Daddy and 1 are leaving here male singers, but have a VWe
the first and will spend the feeling that my father sang bass.
I still have the dress my mother
month .
made for the occasion, white
From the Dean of Students:
batiste and rows of val inser"We think it only proper that
tion, with pink ribbon.
we inform you that your son. "
We lived In Water Valley
- Broil Stark. until 1922
and our Sunday after• ••
noon diversion was walking on
the railroad, a mile and a half
MERELY MUSING: Ideas
are like children . . . your own west to Pleasant Hill or two
to Beauregard
are wonderful . . . it's expensive miles east
to raise kids these days; you can Cemetery.
Please tell Mr. P. W. that
godibroke
ke just buying batteries I also
enjoy reading the "45
for the toys and the transistor Years Ago"
Section. I have
- Al Mauer. seen several items about Sebra
a..
and the band he directed.
SAD NOTE: The wake's at
If for good old Hugh: the lighi Sincerely yours,
Was orange, hui
he hurried
- Winifred Rymer. Roberta Thurmond Evans
through.

FRANKELY SPEAKING:
Man cannot live by broads alone
. . . I've just found a great loophole in the new tax law—except
I have to be a 65-year-old
student who owns an oil well.
- Don Frankel.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Woman's Club Celebrates 50th Birthday At District Meeting

SD/Y,

a

1. Vote.
OVernor
have
jksto

A 50th anniversary of any- Century, Fortnightly, Shakesthing, a marriage, a business, Ixtare, Musical Magazine, PhilAs You Like It,
Or a county, is a much-cele- omathean,
brated occasion and a time for and Thimble Club Art. The
reminiscing. The Fulton Wo- clubs were federated tn 1922.
The newly organized club was
man's Club, which this year
celebrates that milestone, did divided into several departWoman's
District
ments: Health, Community Serboth at the
Club meeting held in Fulton vice, Library, Music, Literature, Art, and Home Economlast Thursday.
The main table at the lunch- ics. Today, the club has three
eon featured a three-tiered departments, Home and Garden,
birthday cake, and a special Drama and Literature, and the
first presi- Junior Department.
attraction—the
to
The history continues
dent of the Fulton Woman's
Club, Mrs. Harvey Caldwell. sketch some of the early prothe
as
such
club,
remembered
the
of
jects
Mrs. Caldwell
library and the club
the time 50 years ago when public
members of eight clubs chose home. According to the club
her to lead them in a newly history, in 1936 the Woman's
formed Woman's Club. That Club held open house and 'burn was in 1921 and she was only ed the note" and "announced
that the Fulton Woman's Club
19 years old.
"It was a big responsibility," was completely free of debt."
A newspaper clipping in an
she told the first district Woreports the
scrapbook
man's Club representatives, old
"but with everybody's help, I club's first meeting and organmade it." Mrs. Caldwell had izational meeting. The lifirst
was held Tuesday
meeting
the help of 235 members.
There is no comprehensive afternoon, December 16, 1921,
history of the early club, other at the Commercial Club rooms
than what can be gleaned from on Church Street. Twenty,five
the annual publication, or year- persons were present and the
book. Scrapbooks of newspaper following officers were electCaldwell,
clippings and old photographs ed: Mrs. Harvey
president; Mrs. Charles Binhelp fill in the picture.
The 1957-58 yearbook con- ford, first vice-president; Mrs.
tained "A Brief History Of Charles Karmire, second viceThe Fulton Woman's Club," president; Mrs. Pomp Binford,
written by Mary Retie McDade third vice-president.
Miss Helen Browder, fourth
Wright.
It lists the eight component
Twentieth
Souct,
clubs as Sans
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Show Features
Crafts Made By
Homemakers
Mr. and Mrs. Hefley

Pansy Brown, Charles Hefley
Wed In Candelight Ceremony
of Murphy wore a gown of rose
Brown
Pansy
Miss
Artemus, Kentucky, and Char- pink chiffon and carried a boules Reed Hefley of Fulton, Ken- quet of carnations and mums
tucky and Cleveland, Ohio were in the same hue. The bridesmarried at 8 p.m. October 16, maids were dressed identical1971 in the Christian Church of ly in blue peau de sole with
Artemus. The ceremony took .botiquets of the same blue.
of the
,i,nn Broym, niece
PUPS In a candlelied setting
wits Cower girl and
of attnplicity and bellitity with
the Rev. Larry Atkin of Knox- James Lee Davenport of Columbus, Ohio ring-bearer. Mr. Alville, Tennessee officiating.
Preceding the ceremony a vin York Carter of Cleveland,
program of nuptial music was Ohio and Ted Brown of Artemus
given. The traditional wedding were ushers.
Immediately following the
marches were used. The bride
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ceremony a reception was held
Lee Brown of Artemus. The in the reception rooms of the
groom is the son of Mr. L. R. church. Among the guests from
Hefley and the late Mrs. Betty out of town were Mr. and Mrs
Ann Reed Hefley of Fulton. Alvin York Carter and children
in of Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs. James
The bride was given
and children of
her brother, Davenport
by
marriage
Arnold Brown of Artemus. Mr. Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Clarence
Hefley served his son as best Reed of Fulton, and Col. and
and
man. Timmy Carter, nephew of Mrs. William P. Reed
the bride, of Cleveland, Ohio, daughter, Phoebe Curtin Reed,
and Richard Hefley, brother of Atlanta, Georgia.
The bride was graduated from
the groom, of Fulton, were
High
Barbourville Kentucky
acolytes.
School
attended
and
Falls
an
wore
The petite bride
exquisite floor length gown of Business College in Nashville,
white peau de sole with full Tennessee. The groom was
High
sleeves gathered with lace at graduated from Fulton
her wrists and throat. Panels School, attended Murray State
of lace-bordered illusion fell University and Falls Business
over the skirt with small motifs College in Nashville. They will
of the lace appliqued on the live in Cleveland, Ohio.
panels. Her floor length veil
and face veil were held in place
by a pill-box hat of lace. She
carried a bouquet of white carMrs. Bertes Pigue, 308 Third
nations and mums.
of Street, F'ulton, has been named
Mrs. Randall Murphy
of
of the Fulton County
matron
as
treasurer
served
Artemus
honor and Miss Shirley Brown, Ford-Carroll Democratic orsister of the bride, of Artemus, ganization.
Dan Taylor, co-chairman for
Debbie Freeman,
and Miss
cousin of the bride, of Knox- Fulton County, made the anville, as bridesmaids. Mrs. nouncement.
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Christmas is only a
weeks away. If you would like
some ideas to help you with
your Christmas decorations,
the Fulton County Homemakers
invite you to visit their Christmas Decoration and Craft Show
Sunday, November 7, from 1-5
p.m. at the Fulton Community
Housing Assembly Room.
The show will include crafts
and decorations made by members of the 16 Homemakers
Clubs and is exhibited for the
public's viewing.
Mrs. Charles Powell, County
Crafts Chairman, Mrs. Carl
Mike', Mrs. Leo Newberry,
Mrs. Edward Halley, Miss Alice
Sowell and the Clubs' Crafts
Chairmen are in charge of the
program.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing the following friends
"Happy B irthday":
Teddy Barclay. Clayton Williams, Willadean Zickafoose,
October 28: Mrs. Ahila McCoy,
Fay West, Nancy Easterwood,
Mrs. 0 M. Johnson. October
25. Trcria Pursell, Sidney Hailey. 1)- Ward BliSh3It. October
38: Mrs. Martha Eubanks, Paul
Blaylock. Monter Kimbel, October 31. Ruby Mayhall. November I. Hick Dalton, Peggy
Cilherl. Ann Williams Carter,
Nov ern her 2. Jess D01% dy,
Scott Ferguson, Danny Bay
7.ickafticiSti. Don Elkins, November 3.

vice-president;
Mrs. Ernest
Fall, recording secretary; Mrs.
Will Whitnel, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. A. M. Nugent,
treasurer; and Mrs. A. T.
Smith, auditor.
Another clipping describes
a December 8 luncheon in 1921
held at the Usona Hotel. Mrs. R.
G. Reynolds of Paducah, president of the State Federation,
Mrs. J. E, Warren of Mayfield, secretary of the Federation, and Mrs. R. K. Johnson
of Clinton, district governor,
were guests.
That was 50 years ago.
Thursday, about 150 women enjoyed coffee, a business session
conducted by the district governor Mrs. George Winn of Marion, and contest exhibits shown
by the club members.
Mayor Nelson Tripp, Reverend William G. Adams, and
Reverend James W, Hest were
on hand to extend a welcome
to guests during registration.
And Mrs. Joseph C. Evans
KFWC state president, spoke
during the morning session.
Luncheon guests listened to
by
piano and violin music
Mrs. Nelson Tripp and Mrs.
which in
Hunter
Whitesell,
keeping with the anniversary
theme, featured songs popular
in the early years of the Fulton
Club.
During the afternoon session,
new District officers were in-

Lunch Honors
Mrs. Berger,
Mrs. Radcliffe

Mrs. Ben Berger and Mrs.
Hugh Radcliffe, of Oklahoma,
sisters of Mrs. Louis Weaks,
were honored with a luncheon
Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Bob White.
Co-hostesses for the occasion, Mrs. White, Mrs. Harvey Caldwell, in absentia Mrs.
Mrs.
Eugene DeMyer, and
Frank Beadles presented the
honorees with gifts.
Guests, including the honorees, the hostesses, Mrs.
Louis Weaks and Mrs. G. J.
IMMUNIZATIONS
Willingham, enjoyed a threeThe immunization clinic will course luncheon. Lovely arbe held Monday. November 1, rangements of roses and mums
from 8 a. m. until 4 p m at decorated the house.
the Fulton Health Department.
After the luncheon,two tables
It was originally' tebeduled for of bridge were played, with Mrs.
Tuesday.
Gilson Latta being high scorer.

2a#141e4S

have had a little counseling a
few years ago. What can be
done? Nothing, probably,except
a concerted effort by the three
boys to get Madame Pompadour
to cover up at least when guests
are present.
Dear Ann Landers My girl
friend's parents raised her like
she was Princess Margaret.
She knows how to dress, look
pretty and make social conversation. That's where her talents end. She takes no interest
in anybody or anything but herself. No housework, no cooking,
no public service, or, heaven
forbid, a job.

I think I love this girl and
would marry her if'thought she
would change and be a helpmate Instead of a rock around
my neck. I am writing this
letter from Vietnam and will
sand ft to the Memphis Commerical Appeal. I hope you will
answer in the paper. Mom clips
Dear S.F. She is like that your columns and sends them
be home In
because she is one of those every week.
seductive Moms who should 60 days and I need to know your

dent of the state federation; Mrs. John W. Shipp, Owensboro, first vice-president; Mrs. Joseph
C. Evans, state KFWC president; Mrs. George Winn, Marion, outgoing first district governor;
and Mrs. Harold Mullins, Valley Station, second vice-president.

stalled. They are Mrs. James
Austin of Lone Oak Woman's
Club, governor; and Mrs. Robert Hayes of Paducah Junior
Woman's Club, vice-governor.
The Paducah Woman's Clubextended an invitation for the First
The reading Project leader
The forty-ninth anniversary
District Meeting of October
the presented a selection of books
of the organization of
1972.
Chestnut Glade Home Demon- and encouraged that the next
Club was observed few months would be a most
stration
when the regular October meet- desirable time to finish the
ing was held at the home of requirenients for the reading
Mrs. Valda Simpson. Special program.
recognization was given to Mrs.
The garden project report
Ada Rhodes who has been a was carried over due to unforty-nine avoidable circumstances. The
member for the
years. Several others have been report will be given at the next
active members for more than meeting.
forty years.
The craft report which was
Many valuable lessons have carried over from last meeting
Mrs. Harvey
been received to help make bet- was given by
ter homes during the partici- Vaughan substituting for Mrs.
pation in the many lessons that Jim Burke. She gave a demonstration on crocheting beads.
have been given.
The meeting was opened by•
The clothing leader, Mrs.
reading the Jimmie Westbrook, gave many
president
the
thought for the day, "Life is a useful tips that she received
mirror that gives back as much at the recent countywide demonas it receives."
stration given by Mrs. Grace
Mrs. Danny Wheat gave the Prince in Dresden. She advised
devotional using Genesis 1 with that a new sewing machine
thoughts of the beauty of the should be used when sewing
and particularly the knits and that all zippers and
earth
beauty of Tennessee in this hemming tape should be shrunk
before stitching.
season.
Mrs.-Valda Simpson gave' a .• Mrs. letter Wheat -conducted
othe Aeopplailun_. yeAreshmilats
.r•Pottt frPp)
F4,MY
THEN AND NOW . . Mrs. Harvey Caldwell, first president of the 50.year-old Fulton Woman's ' meeting. SheAlift
reported 'afore were served to twelve memClubs of the county would share bers six welcomed visitors:
Club and Mrs. Christine Batts, present head of the club, Dose behind the three-tiered birthday
in providing Birthday Parties Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Craig, Mrs.
cake at this district luncheon held in Fulton last Thursday.
for the residents of the two Reams, Mrs. Matheny, Mrs.
homes as they did last Simsand, Mrs. J. T. Simpson,
nursing
NEW LEADERS . .. Holding the district governor's gavel is Mrs. James Austin, if the Lone
year except that they would and three children.
Oak Woman's Club newly elected governor of the first district. Mrs. Robert Hayes of the PaLaverne
;y's
exchange assignments. She also
Mrs.
ducah Junior Woman's Club was elected vice-governor at the district meeting here last week.
ize
reported that the Christmas
Owenumbr
matched the door
luncheon would be at the Uni- number.
versity Student Center, DecemThe next meeting will tig in
ber 2 at 10 a.m.
the home of Mrs. Jeter Wheat.

— Your Problems Bring Answers -Dear Ann Landers I am 23,
my fiance is 24. His mother
is the problem. She is 42 years
old and looks very good for her
has
age. (She should. She
had everything lifted, and I do
mean everything.)
My flance's mother has a
thing about running around half
naked. She does her housework in a bikini (winter as
well as summer) because she
says it gives her freedom. If
she is wearing a housecoat for
dinner it is never buttoned all
the way. She manages to be
falling out, just a little. Last
night she cooked supper in a
bra and half-slip and sat down
to the table in that outfit, only
she tucked a napkin in her bra.
My fiance has two brothers,
one 20, another 17. I've heard
them all suggest to their mother
that she put some clothes on
but she ignores them. Why is she
like this and what can be done?
--Skin Flick At Home

WELCOME, LADIES .. . Mayor Nelson Tripp welcomes KFWC top brass to Fulton for the first
district meeting. The ladies ire, from left: Mrs. Donald Dammert, Erlanger, third vice-presi-

opinion before I leave here. What intentioned" friends have been
do you think, Ann?---G.I. Joe going to my husband and telling
him how lucky he is to be rid
Dear Joe: I think the letter of me, that everyone has known
was not written by you, but by for a long time we were not
your mother. It came directly making it. Then they offer to
from Memphis.
fix him up with a sex bomb.
If your mother has described
Real friends do what they
got
accurately,
you've
the girl
can to get separated people
some tall thinking to do. Good together- -they do not try to
luck.
finalize the split.---Sour Apples In Appleton
Dear Ann Landers. I would
your
like to say a word to friends
Dear Apples: Solve
and relatives who think they are own problems by making the
being helpful, but who do more subject of your separation "off
harm than good. After 14 years limits." I suspect you are one
of marriage my husband and I of those people who should have
agreed to a legal separation. heeded the old Scottish proIn our crowd "legal separation" verb, "Don't spit in a well.
is viewed as the forerunner to Ye might wan'to drink from et."
divorce. What our friends do
not know ts that we are trying
When romantic glances trim
for a reconciliation.
If they would leave an. alone to warm embraces is it love
the
and not try to "make me feel or chemistry? Send for
better by telling me how lucky booklet "Love Or Sex And How
I am to be rid of the dog -- To Tell The Difference," by
that they've known for years Ann Landers. Enclose a long,
ap- stamped, self-addressed enbe was a bum--ete."
preelate It. I am aware, also, velops and 951 in coin With
that
of
some
my "well- your request.

Chestnut Glade Club Meets,
Celebrates 49th Anniversary

B&PW Club Has 'Fun Party'
To Observe National Week

was
The Halloween motif
used throughout for table and
Hostesses,
decorations.
room
Ruth Grooms, Helen Allen, Ann
Gore, and Stella Jones, served
cookies and fresh apple cider
to those attending. After the
festivities were over, several
members went to the "Moonlight Madness" sale and displayed their finery.
The local club concluded its
week of activities with a County
Bazaar, at the Community Center Saturday. Many small gift
items, candies, sandwiches and
baked goods were sold as the
club's money-making project of
the year.
At the drawing Saturday night,
Carl Pirtle of Water Valley
the country ham, and
won
was
Zuaneta Phelps' name
drawn for the kitchen knife
set.
The club would like to thank
all those who participated in
any way.
As part of the observance
of National Business 8i Professional Women's week, the
local BA PW Club held it's fun
party Thursday night, October
21, at the Community Center.
For the past three months,
purchased
have
members
"sight unseen" articles of

Contestants
Being Sought
The Miss Kentucky U.S.A.
Pageant will be held on January 15, 1972, Paducah Tilghman Auditorium, Paducah,
Kentucky, The Ramada Inn will
be the host hotel.
Entrants must be 18 years
of age but no more than 26
years of age by May, 1972.
No talent is required.
Contestants will be judged
On poise, personality. intelligence, charm and beauty of
face and figure.
Potential contestants are requested to write or telephone
the Executive Director, Mrs.
Sybil Shaffer, Suite 1404, 215
Piedmont Avenue, N. E., Atlanta, Georgia 30212(AreaCode
404/659-4610), or PaducahJaycees, P.O. Box 178, Paducah,
Kentucky 42001.

clothing tied in a paper bag,
that other members had brought
to the regular meetings. These
articles of clothing were to be
worn by the purchaser to the
party, regardless of condition
or fit.
After several games were
played and prizes awarded to
the winners, a "fashion show"
was held and the one wearing
costume was
tackiest
the
Lou
awarded a prize. Anna
of
Caldwell was the winner
Jetta
with
the first place
Speight as runner-up. In addition to the club members,one
guest, Dorothy Cox, enjoyed the
fun party,

Homemakers Of
Fulton County
Attend Meeting
Fulton County homemakers
joined 580 homemakers from
the eight
the 150 clubs in
counties of the Purchase area
at their Area Meeting at the
Paducah,
in
Club
Cabana
Wednesday.
The figures were released
Myrtle
Mrs.
by
recently
Weatherford, president of the
Hickman County Association,
which was the hostess county
this year.
Included on the program was
Mrs. Phillip Harrison, president of the Kentucky Federation
of Homemakers. Mrs. Jeanette
Chapman of Louisville, was the
guest speaker with the topic
"Best Foot Forward."
Mrs. Elmer Whitby of Paducah provided special entertainment and Mrs. Marcy Steward, home economics program specialist brought greetings from the University of
Kentucky.
Mrs. R. B. Foster, area
president of Wickliffe, presided
over the meeting.

Susan Tegethoff

Susan Tegethoff Engaged
To Thomas Ladd Stokes

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Tegethoff
of the Howard Milam
subdivision in South Fulton announce the engagement
and
approaching marriage ot their
daughter, Susan
to,, Thomas
Ladd Stokes, Jr., suof Mr.and
PAP TESTING
Mrs.
Newttht
Fredrick
Jolleyef
Thu-re will be a pap testing
clinic at he Fulton Health De- Park Avenue, Fulton.
partineM Monday, November I,
The bride-elect is a 1969
from 6-8 p. m. Please cull for graduate of South Fulton High
nppoiritments.
School anti attended the Univer-

say of Tennessee at Mikrtin.
Mr. Stokes is a 1062 graduate of Fulton High Schoqi and
attended Murray State University and Lambuth College
Mist Tegethoff is em
by Dr. J. L, Jones, D
Mr. Stokes is employ
Villager Incorporated.
An early December w
is being planned. The couph1l
reside at 106 Henderson
In Fulton.

•

AT HEALTH DEPT.
Mrs
Lillian Jones, senior
hurse consultant for the CornMission of Handicapped Chitth•en will be at the Fulton
Health Demirtnient from 9 in
11 a -m Friday, October 29, for
anyone desiring her services.
HOSPITALIZED
S-Sgt. Bobby Joe Hicks of
-Fulton is hospitalized in GerMany following surgery. He
will be hospitalized four weeks.
Nis address is S-Sgt. Bobby Joe
Hicks. 501 MP Company, First
Armored Division, APO, New
York, New York. 90326.

SUNSET DRIVE-NI
Between Martin & Union CRy
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

OCTOBER 19

30

DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 7:00
JOHN WAYNF.

Big Jake
— AND —
Sudden Terror
SUNDAY

MONDAY

OCTOBER 31, NOV. 1
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 7.00

Bob & Carol & Ted
& Alice
— AND —
Cactus Flower

Notes and News From—

Haws Memorial

James Weatherspoon, charged with assault with a deadly
weapon in a cutting scrape October 22 at Joy Lynn Cafe,
appeared in South Fulton city
court Tuesday. The original
charge was reduced to one Of
disorderly conduct and Weatherspoon was fined $72.50 in
connection with the charge, according to Elmer Mansfield,
director of public safety in South
Fulton.
Weatherspoon
had
been
with cutting Jerry
charged
Coach with a pocket knife, following an argument over the
purchase of a beer at the cafe.
Coach, a resident of Rosenwald
Drive, was treated at the Fulton Hospital for facial lacerations and dismissed.
The case of Ray Wilson,
charged with public drunkenness, was postponed until Tuesday. Wilson, 34, of Martin,
Route 3, was bound over to the
action of the Obion County grand
Jury in January, on a charge
of possession of marijuana,
after a hearing Saturday in
Union City.
Wilson was arrested Friday,
October 22, at Workman's Cafe
on East State Line. He was
charged with public drunkenness and possession of mariin
juana,
which was found
WHEN YOU'RE 101 ... you get a birthday card from the Presi- a plastic bag inside his right
dent of the United States. Mrs. Irene Boaz looks a little bored boot. He made bond of $500
on the drug charge.
with it all, but the staff at Haws Memorial Nursing Home, who,.
Mrs. Boaz is a resident, is qu.te excited. They even baked that
birz birthday cake for a party held Thursday.

-g

/

I

-wiewstwor

Kodak
I N STAMATIC II
HAWKEYE CAMERA
WHEN YOU BUY A
365-TABLET SIZE
BOTTLE OF REXALL

SUPER
PLENAMINS.
America's largest selling
multi-vitamin multi-mineral product,

Exclusively at your

E....exall Store

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
The

s24a.... 311. Store

LAKE STREET

Charge Against
Weatherspoon
Is Reduced

FULTON

Mrs. Irene Boaz celebrates
an
her 101st birthday with
official greeting from President and Mrs. Nixon. "Miss
Irene" was born October 28,
1870 the daughter of a Methodist minister, Jeremiah Moss.
She married James T. Boaz
for the
in 1896. He worked
railroad and they made their
home near Walnut Grove and
Walnut Grove
attended the
Methodist Church. They had two
children, James T. Boaz, Jr.,
who died as an infant in 1907
and a daughter, Narcissa Boaz
who died in 1916. Mrs. Boaz's
husband died in 1907 and she
has been a widow for 64 years.
"Miss Irene" taught school
and
for a number of years
later became a supervisor for
an orphanage in Mississippi.
After her retirement she made
her home in Fulton. Until 1963
she maintained her own home.
She was active in the First
Methodist Church, enjoyed gardening and yard work.
Mrs. Boaz has one oUnger
sister, Mrs. Susan Baucon, who
Winchester, Ky.
lives
in
Mrs. Hardy Sanders, of Fulton
is her niece.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, October 27:

HILLVIEW
Marie Vaughn, Robert Willey, Wingo; Pam Wilmath, Hickman; Ricky Halterman, Clinton;
Wanda Byars, Dukedom; Lacy
Lawson,
Doris
Harrington,
Alice Taylor, Water Valley;
Debbie Harris, William Killebrew, Milton Counce, Louise
Cruce, Randy
Butts, Minnie
Henderson, South Fulton; Mary
Wilkerson, Mary Lou Hogg,
Janice McManus, Mildred Herring, Dilcie Wilson, Cecil Wilkins, Nora Henderson, Patti
Forrest, Sally Hopkins, Fulton
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Fulton Native Is Promoted
To Division Manager Slot
A top level change In the
Lake Charles, Louisiana division of Gulf States Utilities
Company was announced October 17, 1971 by Floyd Smith,
president of G. S. U.

Doug Good man

Joseph E. Bondurant, foroperating superintenmerly
dent for the division, has adto
the division manavanced
ger's position. Bondurant has
been operating superintendent
for the past two years and has
worked for Gulf States in Lake
Charles since 1967.
A Gulf States employee since
an
1957, he started out as
the Company's
engineer in
and
Beaumont Transmission
Distribution department.He ad—
_

Garner of Atlanta, Georgia, he
and his wife have two daughters, Alyson and Tammy. The
family attends St. Luke United
Methodist Church in Lake
Charles.

Fifty-eight per cent of British
homes had refrigerators last
ponumber
of
vanced through a
year compared with 47 per cent
sitions and served as operating in 1967.
supervisor in Lake Charles
prior to moving up to operating superintendent.
Born in Fulton, Kentucky, he
attended Georgia Tech, where
he received his bachelor's degree in electrical engineering.
He also has completed the Uni- See us for -.
versity of Michigan's Public
Utilities Management program. Your Insurance Needs
Bondurant is a member ofthe
Lake Charles Rotary Club and
on the board of directors of
and
Artists
Civic Theatre
Studio.
Fulton 472-1341
Married to the former Sarah

Doug Goodman
Qualifies For Choir Members
State Contest Will Perform
In MSU Fest

Hickman,
Doug Goodman,
Route 2, will represent the
first district in the state "Mr.
Teenage Farm Bureau"contest
Two selected choir members
November 11-14. Goodman,son from Fulton County HighSchool
Goodman,
Bill
of Mr. and Mrs.
will be among 350 from 75
competed against representa- high schools in four states who
tives from other first district will be on the Murray State
counties Monday night at Ken- University campus November
tucky Dam Village Theatre to 1 to participate in the 24th
win the district title.
annual Quad-State Choral FesHe will enter competition with tival.
boys from 10 other districts
They are Oma Alexander and
at the state convention.
Patricia Hall. Their choir diGoodman, who was judged rector is Mr. Fred Hancock.
on leadership ability, scholasRobert K. Baer, an associtic achievement, and person- ate professor of music at Murality, attends Fulton County ray State, will conduct the choir.
High School where he is presi- Following rehearsals all day, a
dent of the award-winning FFA concert will be presented in
Chapter.
the Student Union BuildingballMrs. Richard Adams, chair- room at 7 p.m. Accompanied
man of the Fulton County Wo- by the Murray State orchestra,
man's Farm Bureau, said that augmented by professional mushe heard "some good reports sicians from the area,the choir
on Doug. We have hopes for a will sing "Requiem" by Faure.
winner at the state convention,"
Soloists will be Elizabeth
she said.
Newnam, soprano, and Jeffery
Mrs. Adams also praised the Foote, baritone, both members
other contestants from Fulton of the music faculty at Murray
County. They included Debbie State.
Bureau
Castleman, "Farm
Queen" contestant, and Susan
Caldwell and Joyce Chamberlain, variety show contestants.
The state winner will go on
to the national competition in
Chicago in December.

Complete Boot
Planned Protection

RICE AGEIICY
VOTE YES [-C

Let's Keep
Them In
Their
Homes!
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"Cast me not off in the dm*
of old age, forsake me not
when my strength faileth."
- PSALM 719

Mn
Only ONE amendment proposed to the state's constitution will
be on the ballot for Kentucky voters Nowembar 2, THE HOMESTEAD TAX REDUCTION AMENDMENTI

Mrs.
81, wit
Wingo,
day, 0
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band;
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Watts,
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field,
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Ser9
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J. W.
Charle
Intern
tery.

We urge you to vote YES, for its peewee.
The amendment will exempt real property from taxation up to
the amount of $8500 of assessed valuation for persons 65 years
or older owning and living in their own homes. Thousands ot
aged, on fixed income, are losing their homes as they grapple
with the problems of higher prices and higher taxes. Aged persons receiving public assistance have their monthly benefits cut
as much as $17.00 as a "penalty" for owning their homes1
VOTE "YES" ON THE HOMESTEAD AMENDMENT
ON NOVEMBER 2ndl
Cad P Thurman, Chairman, Citizens' Committee
For The Homestead Amendment
318 W. Kentucky Street

Louisville, Ky. 40203

You, too, can feel
like a $1,000,000

Mr
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ajestic
HOTEL and.BATHS.

HOT SPRINGS. ARKANSAS'
And you can do it for as little as
$54 a week (per person, double occ.)
Enjoy 7 full days;6 thermal baths.
Ws the world-famous therapeutic
baths that give you the
$1,000,000 feeling.
Complete resort
facilities. Rooms
from $7.50 to $30.

•

Write or call:
W. L Wolfe, Mgr.
15011 623-5511

If you know one number,
you know them all.
Here's the number: 555-1212.
That's long distance directory assistance, and it gets
you any phone number in any phone book in the country.
Here's how.
Just dial "1: then the area code (if different
from your own),then 555-1212. That connects you with
the Directory Assistance Operator for the city you're
calling. Just tell her whose number you want.
Then write it down (so you'll have it next time),
and diai it direct. just dial "1: the area code (if -different from your own), and the number.
Next time you need an out-of-town
telephone number,remember, 555-1212.
It's one little number that's worth
a thousand phone books. -

FULTON
472-1

Now thru Saturday
Two Walt Disney Hits!

OFFER QUALITY HEALTH CARE PROTECTION TO
HELP YOU MEET TODAY'S COST AND CHANGING
METHODS OF PROVIDING CARE
BLUE CROSS" FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES offers
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— — PLUS
PRODUCTIONS

For each confinement
Choice of room allowances
Covered hospital services

A choice of surgical allowances . . Schedule C ($170) or Schedule D l$405)
Allowances for . . in-hospital medical calls . . x-ray . . . anesthesia
With comprehensive BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD4v, Schedule C or D, you are elig-

— ALSO —

ible to apply for additional protection available through the EXTENDED BENEFITS
ENDORSEMENT. This Endorsement adds and increases specified benefits OUT-OF-THE-

Search Of The Castaways"

HOSPITAL, DURING HOSPITALIZATION AND FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZATION.
Various programs and benefits are available to eligible individuals,
families, and employee groups of five or more. Special programs
available for eligible college students and individuals 65 and over.
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Two Apes For The
Price Of One!
"Planet Of
The Apes"
— AND —
"Beneath The
Planet Of
The Apes"
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Oct. 31 - Nov.3
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BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL FUN, INC.
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL INC.
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For more information, without obligation, complete and mail the coupon today!

BLUE CROSS end BLUE SHIELD
[3101 Bardstown seed, Lewisville, Ky. 40205
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cirr
Please send me, without obligation, information on health care benefits and eligibility
requirements.
I am.0 64 years of age or under
O A RAW/ student

0 65 years of ate as ever.
D Interested in fanning a group

I ant- A Blue Cross and Blue Shield member. certificate It
Sitting married
loathing 19
0 Interested in owed* bowflts, under Or AS

o

Both In Color!

:
•

Up to 70 days coverage
Up to $40 per day
Paid in full

BLUE SHIELD/1' FOR PHYSICIANS SERVICES offers
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DEATHS
Mn.Lala Patrick

Wylie Keeley

Ores Patrick,
Mrs. Lain
Hickman County native, died
Wednesday, October 20, at 11
p.m. at the Obion County Hospital. She was 65.
December 18, 1905,
Born
she was the daughter of the
late W. R. and Lucy Blatch
Moore. She was a member of
the First Baptist Church of
Union City.
She had been employed by
Brown Shoe Company at Union
for over 30 years until
City
her retirement two years ago.
Her husband, Bernice Patrick
preceded her in death in 1954.
Survivors include a sister,
Mrs. Thelman Dillon, Fulton;
and
three brothers, Johnny
Moore, Hickman
Marshall
County, and Robbie C. Moore
of Union City. Twonieces, Mrs.
Champion, Arlington,
Gayle
Tennessee, and Mrs. Carolyn
Barber, Lynnville, Kentucky,
also survive.
Services were held at 4 p.m.
Friday, October 22, at the
Memorial
White-Ranson
Chapel, with the Rev. Fred
Kendall, pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Union City,
officiating. Interment was in
East View Cemetery.

Thomas Williams

Bobby Moss

Wylie Newton Neeley, 75, retired Union City grocer, died
at 2:10 a.m. Monday, October
25, at his residence in Union
City,
Born in Obion County, Tennessee, July 25, 1896, he was
the son of the late Tom and
Kate Muse Neeley. He was a
member of the Second Baptist
Church of Union City.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mettle White Neeley;three
sons, Ed Neeley, South Fulton,
Rev. J. T. Neeley, Hickman,
and Melvin Seeley, Telltalessee, Florida, a daughter, Mrs.
Robert J. Graham, Charleston
West Virginia. Ten grandchild-,
ren and seven great grandchildren also survive.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, October 26, at the
Memorial
White-Ranson
Chapel. Interment was in East
View Cemetery.

Kerman A.Scales

Robert Bennett(Bobby) Moss,
35, former South Fulton resident, died Wednesday, October 20, at 6:24 p.m. at the
John Gaston Hospital in Mema
phis, where he had been
patient since Monday. Death was
due to a gunshot wound in the
head. William Hogg, a Dresden used car dealer, is being
held in Weakley County Jail,
On a charge of murder in conneetion with the shooting which
occurred late Monday afterneon, October 18, at a Dresden,
Tennessee trailer court.
Survivors include his wife,
Alice Miller Moss, Fulton; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Moss, South Fulton; four children, Robert Joseph, Deborah
Louise, Roland Wayne Moss
all of South Fulton and Melissa
Lynn Moss, Fulton.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Saturday, October 23, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chawith the Rev. Danny UnPei'
derwood, and the Rev. Gerald
Stow officiating. Interment was
in the Obion County Memorial
Gardens.

• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. 14111man Westbrook

Thomas Hubert Williams,te6,
died at 9:30 a.m. Monday,
tober 25, at the Mayfield Hftspital. He resided on the Mkfield-Paris Road.
Survivors include two sans,
J. T. Williams, California and
Hubert Williams, Jr., of Benton,
three daughters, Mrs. W. H
Rose of Lexington, Mrs. Alyte
Boyd, Wingo, and Mrs. Wilson
Fleming, Mayfield, a brother
Jack Williams, Warren, Michigan and a sister, Mrs. Barrett
Shelby, Wingo. Seven grandchildren and four great grandchildren also survive.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Wednesday, October 27, at the
Byrn Funeral Chapel in Mayfield, with the Rev. Ed. Taylor
and the Rev. Gayle Barnes of,
Heisting. Interment was in the
Mayfield Memory Garden.
BAPTIST MEET
The Beulah Baptist Association met last Friday at the
South Fulton Baptist Church
The group is an association of
41 Baptist churches in Obion
and la'cakley counties.

Stanley Ford was carried to
Fulton Hospital Saturday afternoon and is in a serious condition. His sons from Detroit
arrived Sunday morning to be
with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon McGuire, son, Elson and daughter,
Mary Lou Jones went to Murray, Sunday afternoon to visit
with Mr. McGuire's sister,

Carl Kilgore
Carl Kilgore, 76, retired
farmer, died Saturday, October 23, in the Volunteer General Hospital. He was a brother
of
of Mrs. F'rank Parrish
South Fulton.
wife,
his
include
Survivors
Mrs. Mayo Kilgore, a daughter, Mrs. Sammy Williamson,
Mrs.
Martin, three sisters,
Frank Parrish and Mrs. Marvin Glasgow and Mrs. Cecil
Levister, both of Martin.
Services were held Sunday,
October 24, at the Doug Murphy
Funeral Home, with interment
in Freeman's Cemetery.

Mrs. Mary Hendricks who is in
a nursing home there. They
found her improved over the
last visit.
A correction from last weeks
news: Mr. Lewis Cole is making his home at Park Manor
Nursing Home instead of Hawes
Memorial. His son, 011ie, from
Nashville visited with him last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley
Armstrong
and Mrs. Grace
visited Sunday with Mr. and
Murray.
in
Boyd
Mrs. Barber
Mrs, Boyd and Mrs. Armstrong were childhood friends
and enjoyed visiting again.
Mennace Vincent is in Fulton Hospital.
Bill Cantrell and family are
moving to the Charley Blaylock
house recently vacated by Gee
Moore and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Work
were in Clinton visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Work at the Nursing home there. They also saw
Mr. George Cunningham who
was doing well.
Mark Merwin, 15-year-old
Bro. Paul Merwin
of
son
preached at the Sunday morn trig hour, at Pleasant View Baptist Church. This was Youth
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Day and all the positions in the
church and Sunday school were
filled by the young people.
Following church, Mark and
a friend who came with him were
dinner guests of Mrs. Mollie
Bette Simpson.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Pauline Mansfield
Yates, who was buried at Oak
Grove last Tuesday.
Mrs. Henry Sergeant and her
daughter, Mrs. James Dedmon,
Fulton, celebrated joint birthdays at Mrs. Sergeants' home
recently.
A memorial service
was
held for Mrs. Janie Kennedy
Cole, at Good Springs, Sunday
morning by her pastor, Rev.
Oren Stover, who was away
on vacation at the time of her
death. The service was concluded by the adoption of a resolution by the congregation. Her
husband,
Lewis Cole, her
daughters: Mrs. Loyd Watkins,
Mrs. Donald Davis and Mrs
Ernest Owens, with members
of their families attended.
Remember to bring
your
contributions for
the Rummage sale to Mrs. Elizabeth

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE
U. S. Air Force Staff Sergeant Jerry Copeland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence .
Fairview
of 821
Copeland
Avenue, Fulton, Kentucky, has
arrived for duty at McCoy AFB,
Florida.
Sergeant Copeland, a supply
specialist, is assigned to a unit
of the Strategic Air Comma,n0,
He previously served at OW
AB, Republic of Korea.
The sergeant graduated
1957 from Fulton High Schaal.
His wife, Patsy, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H.
Walker of 6834 Southwest Fifth
Street, West Hollywood, Florida.
Darnell's November 1-4. This
is a community project. Sale
will be held at Dollar Store
Building, Fulton on Novembei
5 and 6.

Herman A. Scates, retired
grocer and livestock dealer and
one of Union City's oldest native
residents, died at 1-30 a.m.
Thursday, October 21, at his
home following an extended
illness. He was 92.
Born December 7, 1878, in
Union City, he was the son of
Mrs. Flossie Armbruster, the late Thomas and Mrs.Joste
81, wife of Farbion Armbruster, Cloys Scates, and was in the
Wingo, died at 7:30 p.m. Satur- grocery business in Union City
day, October 23, at the Fulton for more than 50 years. He also
dealt in livestock and was inHospital.
Survivors include her hus- terested in saddle horses most
band; five sisters, Mrs. I= of his life.
He was a member of the
Mayfield, Mrs. Oma
Batts,
Mullins, Detroit, Mrs. Verna First United Methodist Church
Watts, Mayfield, Mrs. Beatrice and a charter member of the
Hill, Mayfteld, Mrs. Lillian Lawson-Wesley Bible Class. He
Mrs. Carrie
Franklin, Detroit; three bro- and his wife,
thers, Lovelace Watts, May- Parham Scates who preceded
field, Artie Watts, Detroit, and him in death in 1959, were married in 1902.
R, B. Watts, Fulton.
a son,
Survivors include
Services were held at 2:30
Charles Herman Scates, Union
the
at
25
October
p.m. Monday,
Hopkins and Brown Funeral City sanitarian; one sister,
Home at Clinton, with the Rev. Mrs. P. M Cummings of HousJ. W. Penny and the Rev. ton, Texas, a grandson, Charles
Charles McKenny officiating. Jerrold Scates, Houston; two
Interment was in Salem Ceme- great grandsons, Craig Scates
and Bruce Scates, both of Houstery.
ton and a number of nieces and
nephews.

Mn. Armbruster
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Mrs. Lillie Wry

E. A.Frazier
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Mrs. Lutie Wry,Clinton, died
at 2:05 p.m. Monday, October
E. A. Frazier, 70, retired
the Clinton-Hickman Illinois Central conductor, died
25, at
County Hospital in Clinton fol- at 4 a.m. Saturday, October 23,
lowing a week's illness. She at his home on Covington Avenue
was 86 and made her home with following an extended illness.
her daughter, Mrs. Robert Lee
He had been a resident of
Veatch in Clinton for the past South Fulton for the past 17
three years.
years, moving here from MemBoth' liBraimber
phis. He retired from the IIHicionap..getenty, she -was -She .116010,Central ip 1967. He was
daughter of the late Enoch and' a member of the Woodmen of
Nancy Hardin Walker. She was the World, UTU, and Brooks
the widow of Jess Wry, who died Chapel Methodist Church near
August 28, 1966. She was a Greenfield.
member of the Wesley United
Born November 12, 1900 in
Methodist Church.
Weakley County, he was the son
Survivors include two daugh- of the late Richard Allen and
ters, Mrs. Veatch, Clinton, and Susie Gilliam Frazier.
Mrs. Adelaide Wetter of OaksSurvikors include his wife,
dale, Washington; a sonCharlie Mary Loudermilk Frazier; a
Wayne Wry, Ephrata, Washing- brother, Harold Frazier, Trenton; four grandchildren, Nancy ton; two sisters, Mrs. Lunell
Veatch, Danville, Betty Veatch, Swearingen and Mrs.Ruby Lett,
Mary Beth Wetter, both of Greenfield.
Clinton,
and
Washington,
Pullman,
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Monte Wetter, Oaksdale, Wash- Monday, October 25, at the
ington.
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, with
A foster daughter, Elizabeth the Rev. William T. Barnes of
Adams, a sister, Mrs. Rayne Brownsville officiating. InterBushart and a brother J. K. ment was in Obion County MeWalker preceded her in death. morial Gardens.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
James
Pallbearers were:
Wednesday, October 27, at the Cruce, W. 0. Locke, 0. R.
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with Bowles, W. J. Dalton,
Ray
the Rev. John L. Deal officiat- Haggard and Roman Brown.
Wesley
in
was
ing. Interment
Cemetery.

Mrs. Sadie Wells

rage

1
elig-
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Mrs. Smile Wells died Saturday afternoon, October 23, at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Eliza Patton of Fulton.
Survivors include twodaughters, Mrs. Eliza Patton and
Mrs. Mamie Stevens, one son,
John Kemp; one sister, Mrs.
Janice People; seven grandchildren, 1'7 great grandchildren
and five great grdat grandchildren. All relatives are from
Fulton.
Services were held Wednesday October 27, at 4 p.m. at
the Antioch Baptist Church with
the Rev. Bell officiating. Interment was in FairviewCeme-

.
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St. Paul's Cathedral, London. England

IIII

the guiding yin% er in all great
bet %seen brothers. It knoyis
no race . . . no order . . . no color . . . yet it is the
of II is great teaching . . . and the light
foundat•
that shines through the windoyks of Ilk Cathedrals'.
Find devotion in your Church. and you will nurture
devotion in your soul.
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Charles Ford

Charles Stanley Ford, retired
farmer of the Dukedom community, died at the Fulton Hospital at 12-20 p.m. Monday,
October 25, following a short
illness. He was 79.
He was a World War I veteran and the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Green Ford.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Beatrice Stunson Ford;
two sons, Robert Ford, Warren,
Michigan and Harold Ford, PlyMichigan; a grandmouth,
daughter and several nieces
and nephews.
Services were held Wednesday, October 27 at 1 p.m. at the
Jackson Funeral Chapel. Interment was in Pinegar Cemetery.

HURCH

ITEND

EGULARLY

tery.

THECARD OF THANKS
We want to thank our friends.
relatives and neighbors for their
cards, flowers, visits and above
all their prayers during the
illness and death of our loved
one. An extra. special "thank
you" to the staff of Haws Memorial Nursing Home - your
ears anode her last days much
',natter.
May God richly bless each of
you.
Everett, Joe, Faye & Dan
Sit anklin

Mrs. Lawrence
Mrs. Gardie Lee Lawrence,
85, died Sunday, October 24,
in Grand Blanc, Michigan, according to word received in Fulton. She was a sister of Mrs.
Rachel Butler and Mrs. Jenny
Erranton of Fulton.
Services were held Thursday,
October 21. at 2.30 p.m. at the
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Chapel in Wingo, with Brother
Harvey Lynn Elder officiating.
Interment was In the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
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Greenfield Monument Works

patronize them.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
Better Olectrkally"
Nickmen, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472.100

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
14,ckmen, Ky.

116-16S5

E. W. James and Sons

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472.1471

305 Main Street

471-1361

Cempliments ef

Fulton Bank
THU FRIINDLY BANK

- In Operation 611 Tears

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons

silify

W. D. Powers

Greenfield

Fulton

Phone 2351193

Phone 472.1813
1111111MMa

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn

Hornbeak Funeral Home
NO Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

472.1412

Turner's Pure Milk

CO.

At the Stere-er at your Sew
Fulton, Ky.

471-3311

Henry I. Siegel Company, lae.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Hoary Edwards Trucking Ca
MCM4112
Clinton, Ky.

4M2M

DALIAH'S-(Continued from Page One)
At ordering time, Mr. Ross
Joins three other daliah growers in the area. Usually they
try to order different varieties
so they will be able to trade.
Jackie Work and Huel Wright
of Dukedom and Mrs. George
Cook of Water Valley, constitute the remainder of the
"club." About 90 percent of
their bulbs come from Holland.
many flowers
Seeing
so
brought the question, "Don't
around
friends
lot
of
have
a
you
blooming time?" Mrs. Ross
quickly answered "yes." But
the
Mr. Ross says he's in
daliah "business" for pleasure,
not for money. He even donates
flowers to the parks in Memphis. "Just so I can pay for the
bulbs, I'm happy," he smiled.
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Eight SF High School Students
Nominated For Who's Who

tographer for the annual staff.
He attends the First Baptist
Church,
Miss Parrish, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Parrish,
Is a member of Beta Club and
is English Club secretary. She
was secretary of the 4-H Club
in 1970, is 1971 vice-president,
Is secretary of the 4-H Club,
and belongs to the 4-H All Stars.
Patty is annual staff activities editor and served on the
1970 newspaper staff. She was
voted "Most Dependable" in
senior Who's Who, is an office
girl at South Fulton High, and
is news reporter for the Union
City Daily Messenger,
senior Who's Who, he is phoPaul Phelps son of Mr. and
Mrs. David Phelps, is president of the senior class and
of DECA Club. He was voted
most valuable offensive player
in 1970 and All-Reelfoot Conference Guard in 1970.
He was chosen for Who's Who
in American High Schools in
1970, and "Most Masculine in
Seniors Who's Who. A member of the golf team, footteam, annual staff,
ball
Honor
Club, and Pep
4-H
Club, he attends First Baptist
Church.
Mary Jane Cannon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cannon, is a senior at South Fulton. She has been 4-H Club
president four years and is
a member of the County 4-H
Honor Club,
Miss Cannon is an officer
in the chapter and sub-regional
A LOT OF DALIAH . . . Neal Ross stands amid some of his FHA, treasurer of Beta Club
and Pep Club, and a member of
more than 300 varities of daliahs growing in his back yard. The the English and Health Occuone he's holding is "Prime Minister," a deep red daliah.
pations Clubs. She is a past
member of the Spanish Club
and the Letter Club.
IN ROTC
GIRL SCOUTS
Mary Jane was a junior honGirl Scouts from the FultonWilliam L. Jackson, a 1971
South Fulton ami will partici- glade:Ile of Fulton City High or student, named to Who's
pate in a Latul-13etween-The School. is one of 55 freshmen Who in American High Schools
Lakes Hike Day, Saturday, Oc- enrolled in ROTC at Murray in 1970, was a candidate for
Miss South Fulton, was chosen
tober 30.
Nate University this fall.
a class favorite her sophomore
year, and was a voting delegate
to state 4-H Congress and FHA
GRADUATES
Parts For All —
Ronald J. Snead, Fulton, was convention.
She is faculty editor of the
among the 41 members of the
Electric Shavers At: October 14 graduating class at annual staff, and was voted
"Most Likely To Succeed" in
the
Kentucky
State Police
Who's Who. Mary
Academy at Frankfort recent- seniors
Jane
attends
First Baptist
ly. The class was the 43rd since
Church.
Jewelry Company
the Academy's opening in 1960.
Jimette Gilbert is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Gilbert. She has played varsity basketball four years, was
1971 basketball queen, 1970
third maid for football homecoming, and 1970 fourth maid
for the Miss South Fulton Beauty
Pageant.
Jimette is a member of the
annual staff, the Pep Club, Letter Club, and the library staff.
She was on the feature staff
sulAtA
for the SCARLET FLASH newsWALKER
paper last year. She is a memStart with the color.
ber of the South Fulton Baptist
Church.
Ten High's natural golden
Jane Fuller, senior, is the
amber hue marks it as a
iS10 ,BSI
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.James
true bourbon.
Fuller. She has been a class
officer for three years, was
Then, savor the bouquet
1970 football queen and 1969
that only a true bourbon,
fourth
maid
to basketball
a straight bourbon offers.
royalty.
Jane is an FHA officer and
Finally, sip Ten High
Health Occupations officer. She
the way it's made.
belongs to the Pep Club and
Slow and easy. Here's a
is a member of the annual
staff. Seniors voted her "Most
true bourbon by every
Sophisticated" in seniors Who's
measure of quality
Who. A member of the First
and enjoyment.
Baptist Church in Fulton, she
was on the feature staff for the
SCARLET FLASH and a candidate for Miss South Fulton,
Jane Green, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. W. Green, is captain of the cheerleaders. She
STRAIGHT BOURBON 1
is Miss South Fulton High
School,
and
was
named
WHISKEY
"Flirtiest" In seniors Who's
5.144411/4,
Who.
*AATI:d 4610.94'
Jane has been a class ofAwn.
.—
ficer for the last two years,
is feature editor of the school
paper, president of the Beta
Club, was a junior honor stueta dent
and class favorite her
junior year.
She was selected homecoming queen her sophomore year.
Jane serves on the International
Banana Festival Board, is a
(Except expensive)
member of the annual staff,
-86 proof• Hiram Walker &Sons Inc., Peoria, III.
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Fulton County FFA Chapter Minstrel Show
Receives Nation - Wide Acclaim To Be Staged

Eight
South Fulton High
School students have been recommended for inclusion in the
1971-72 edition of Merit's
Who's Who Among American
High School Students.
to
Students recommended
sponsors of the publication are:
Lionel McCollum, Patty Parrish, Paul Phelps, Mary Jane
Cannon, Jimette Gilbert, Jane
Fuller, Jane Green, and Joy
Jones.
McCollum, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy McCollum, Is a
member of Beta Club, the Student Council, and is president
of the Health Occupations Club.
Voted "Most Courteous" in

ANDREWS

How to appreciate
atrue
bourbon:

TEN HIGH

Receiving
nation-wide acclaim, the Fulton County FFA
Chapter has received the highest award emblem given in the
FFA Building Our American
Communities (BOAC) project
at the National FFA Convention
in Kansas City.
Announced by National FFA

President Dan Lehman, Fulton

MERIT'S WHO'S WHO . . . Eight South Fulton High School
students recommended for inclusion in the 1970-72 editor of
Merit's Who's Who are: (top step, from loft) Patty Parrish,
Lionel McCollum, Paul Phelps, Mary Jane Cannon; (bottom
step) Arnett@ Gilbert, Jane Fuller, and

English Club, Pep Club and
Letter Club. She attends the
First Baptist Church.
Joy Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. D. Jones, is a
member of the 4-H, FHA,
Pep, Spanish, Health Occupations, and Letter Clubs. She
serves on the newspaper staff
and on the student council.
Students selected for recognition must be members of
the junior or senior class who
have demonstrated leadership
in the fields of academics, athletics, extra-curricular activities or community service.
Students selected are featured in the publication Merit's
Who's Who, specifically created
to recognize outstanding students.

• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Farm work continues very
satisfactorily in this area as the
rainfall for the past few weeks
has been light enough to not
delay the harvest, but sufficient
for the seeding. With the corn
and potato harvest almost finished the bean harvest and tobacco stripping is getting well
underway.
The last report from Ches
Morrison who had surgery for
a broken hip at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah last Tuesday was that the recovery from
the surgery was satisfactory
but that his condition prior to
the fall was not as well.
The absence of the Latham
News sent in by Mrs. W. C,
Morrison is due to her being
at the bedside of her husband
in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
visited Mr. and Mrs. Garrett
Brundige in Nashville last week.
Several from this community
enjoyed the chili supper at the
Junior High School in Martin
last Thursday. This was reported to have been a most
successful project.
Mrs. Wilmer Jones and Randy
have returned to their home at
Smyrna after visiting relatives
last weekend.
Mrs. Darrel Wright spent
last weekend in Little Rock,
Arkansas. Darrel is working
there at this time.
Mrs. Valda Simpson received
word that her cousin the former
Florence Elma Orr had passed
away at her home in Pennsylvania. The funeral service and
burial was in Mayfield Saturday.
Friends were so sorry to
learn that Mrs. Myrtle Temple
suffered a broken left collar
bone and a broken right arm in
a fall last Thursday. She is a
patient in the Obion County Hospital.

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2000

Jane Green, Joy Jones

was absent for the picture.

Everything a
bourbon should be.

S

UTM Students
Practice Teach
Here In County
the
Eighty-two seniors at
of Tennessee at
University
Martin are student teaching this
fall quarter in elementary and
high schools in West Tennessee
and West Kentucky.
Each
candidate
for
the
bachelor of science degree in
education is required to teach
one quarter in order to qualify
for graduation and for the state
teacher certification examination.
The student works under the
supervision of a UTM faculty
member in cooperation with an
experienced teacher in the elementary and high school to
which he is assigned. Fifteen
credit is
hours of college
of
awarded for the quarter
student teaching.
UTM students teaching in
Fulton County are:
Jane Bloodworth of South Fulton at Cayce HighSchool; Harry
P. Hinson of Martin, Ruth Ann
of Martin, Jean N.
Martin
Reeder of South Fulton, Charles
and
Tyner, Jr., of Martin
Charles R. Viar of Martin at
Fulton City School; and Thomas
E, Mills of Tiptonville at HickmanWestern School.
Kathy P. Bucy of Martin and
Judy M. Foley of Martin are
student teaching at South Fulton High School.
Peggy J. Isbell of Hickman
is teaching at Union City Eastside.

Local Servicemen
Will Get Presents
Tuesday is the deadline for
turning in names of area servicemen serving in Viet Nam
for Operation Santa Claus.
The project provides Christmas boxes for the servicemen
in Vietnam.
Names and addressed may
be turned in at the Chamber
of Commerce office.

County won second place in the
Central FFA Region among 13
states
and
a Gold Emblem
Award nationally.
Fulton County was placed in
the top 20 chapters across the
United States for community
development activities. Somb
...,000 chapters competed for the
awards on the local level and
61 competed nationally with a
Georgia chapter winning first
place.
In a telegram from President Richard M. Nixon, the
gold emblem chapters were
praised "for the innovative and
active involvement in helping
to develop rural America into
communities of which we can
all be proud to be a part."
Accepting the award in an
assembly of 15,000 delegates
to the National Convention were
Doug Goodman, chapter president;
David Adams, Fulton
County BOAC representative;
and FFA advisor James M.
Everett.
Local delegates to the 44th
National Convention were David
Adams and Pat Lanus. Bobby
Bloodworth and
Max Wilson
were alternate delegates. Doug
Goodman represented the Purchase Federation FFA district

Tickets are now on sale for
the Lions Club Minstrel Show
scheduled for Monday, November 8 at Carr Auditorium.
A second performance will
be given the following night,
Tuesday, November 9. Curtain
time for both performances is

accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Jame:, M. Everett.
BOAC is sponsored and financed nationally by Farmers
Home Administration, and Ell
Lilly Endowment Fund in cooperation with the National FFA
Foundation.
Fulton County received the
Area and State Awards in June
at the State FFA Convention
to represent Kenqualifying
tucky in national competition.
FFA President Doug Goodman reports, 'Our goal for 1972
is to be the national winner in
the BOAC project, and with the

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY

FULTON, KY.

for State Superintendent of
Public Instruction on November 2 Is a vote for educational
leadership as demonstrated
through successful teaching,
administration and service.

Hie Is recognized for his
leadership at local, state and
national levels. He was instrumental in developing the Minimum Foundation Program.

secondary schools of Kentucky.
A vote for Lyman V. Ginger
is • vote for Kentucky's children.
Paid for by: Lyman V. Gin-

qtr Campaign Committee,
R., ard M. VanHeose, Treas.
uer, 318 Foeburn Lank Louevils, Ky 40207

for such programs as Sight Conser vation.
The evening will Include instrumentals, dances, Jokes and
szcialty acts.

Fulton County recognized nationally among industrial leaders, businessmen and political
figures. Join us in reachingthis
goal!"

S. P. MOORE & CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-11161
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile

EXTRA HOUR

—Downs and McGee Carpetingi

that extra hour of sleep
and
lost back in April when Day- —Upholstering, Modern
Antique
light Saving time went into effect, turn your clocks back an —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
hour at 2 a. in. Sunday.
Far

Dv

BE SURE TO

VOTE

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2
Your vote will help your favorite candidate to win and YOU MAY WIN A COUNTRY HAR
The Jaycees will give a country ham at
each precinct at the close of the day's voting.
Registration tickets will be furnished at the
polls by the Fulton Jaycees at all Fulton
County precincts.
BE SURE TO VOTE ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2

CORRECTION:
The News and Shopper regret that through
an error in the LIBERTY FOOD STORE ad
this week (see second section, page 3) the
price of CORN was incorrectly
stated. The item should have read thus:

eArdrasumirwmumsrAnwAruiliondmilmminsrArArAr.anandsraus
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
Cream Style
303
and
cans
Whole Kernel

5,

RN

way t

CECIL'S
J:II:ij' -44543,d,
•

Sir

active, cooperative involvement
of the community we will have

He was chairman of a committee which studied Kentucky
schools and made recommendations for their improvement.
He is completely committed

and dedicated to the Improvement of .ftve elementary and

W

ministn
Congree
continuii
heart at

7-30 p.m.
The show, sponsored by the
local Lions Club, features local
talent. The money taken ingoes

A vote for Lyman V. Ginger

FEET FREE PARKING

McLe

$1

1971

McLean Recovering
J. Wood fen McLean, a aministrative
assistant
to
Congressman Ed Jones, is
continuing to recover from a
heart attack suffered Sent. 25

• for
Show
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night,
irtain
as is
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goes
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SUPER SAW1ICS
At Evans Drug
M.aid an'
.

Softie of 108

Bayer Aspirin
R.,. Price $1.17

ie ins and

C
4

Alberto VO-5
CO

Shampoo
15-oz; Reg. $1.98

Trailer Law
Rescinded
At Obion
The town of Obion, which only
last summer passed an ordinance
to prohibit the parking of mobile
homes within the corporate
limits, rescinded the action in a
meeting earlier this week.
Voting to permit parking of
mobile homes in the city were
Dale Glover, Damon Morris, M.
C. Thompson, Lee Victory,
Herbert Duncan and James R.
Hatchett, Councilman McCoy
Thompson passed.
Under the new rules, mobile
homes may now be parked with
written permission from the
mayor and any three councilmen.

u Iton

A rattlesnake two minutes old
can coil and strike expertly.

77c

Ilium

and

F. D.S. Regular

Deer Rifles

3-is. She
Rog. Price MSS

Sporteise
7 MM Mauser
and 30.06, from

no

99c
Pond's

$39.95

Dusting Powder
rt6C

SALE ON
30 - 30 AMMO

Colgate

$3.95 Box

5-oz; RIN. S1-25

Tooth Pest*
Reg, 89c

Hunter's

SAFETY VEST

69c

98c Each

Jergens Lotion
14/
1
2-oz;

LTON. KENTUCKY

Navy Airman Apprentice John
P. Dunker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe K Dunker of South Fulton,
Tenn., has graduated from basic
training at the Navy Recruit
Training Center in Orlando, Fla.
He is a 1971 graduate of South
Fulton High School.

11121E2rAk

Slab of crepe sole sandwiched between solid heel and soft suede uppers Speed

Ray's Hamburgers .. 25c
A Family Restaurant

ned in Dark Brown

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Mon, KeMucky

BUY BELOW WHOLESALE "OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT"
BEST In Service-Price-Quality

RUBBER
BOOTS
4.99 Pair

14-oz. Size
. Reg. $1.29

Insulated Hip
BOOTS
$9.95 pr.

99c

We Make Keys

LEADER
SPORTING GOODS
Upstairs over Leader Store
AKE STREET
FULTON

Otter Expires November 20, 1971

$11
0
-9.111,1111)
by mail when
you

'SCOPE.
(SEE OUR DISPLAY FOR DETAILS)

(Including refund from M'fr when you buy 7)
YOU PAY $1.98 for 2 and get $1 Refund

IBIENTFRANKL.IN
404 Lake Street
FULTON, KENTUCKY

cross-over straps

Dixie's rthest General Merchandise at Lowest Close Out Prices!
'4,1 ONE HAS BEAT OUR PRICES OR QUALITY IN OVER 20 YEARS OF SELLING

THE WINNER'S CIRCLE

HOW SWEET IT IS--WHOLESALE PRICES EVERY DAY

WATCHES 'N JEWELRY
MEN'S GOLD WATCH WITH EXPANSION BAND
Ladies Gold Watch with E xpansion Band
Men's Calendar Watch with Matching Band
Ladies' Pennant Watches, Delorte Styles,
'Men's CRONE L
s%v.'s ellasnoar Wats
Ladies' HELBPOS Dress Watcb..Delu se
Men's 17-Jewel Calendar Watch •• Swiss
Ladies' BRILLIANT CUT -NAND SET
173 STONE WATCH
WALTHAM Ladies' Sport Watch w. Suede Band
HILTON 17-Jewel Men's Dress Watch w. Band
HILTON Ladies' 10 Diamond Dress Watch
HILTON Ladies'4.Diansond Dress Watch
JAMES BOND 007 SPY WATCH WITH
HOUR WINDOW
Louis 0012 Pert um e S20 00 Retail
Spray Perfume, Boxed --1000 Sprays
10 Pc. French Perfume Set, S20.00 Retail
TIFFANY Perfume --200..-Gift Boxed
Glamorous FILIGREE Spray Perfume
1 pc RUSSIAN LEATHER Cologne Set
4 pc. RUSSIAN LEATHER Cologne Set
1oz ORIENTAL JADE Men's Cologne
201. Men's RUSSIAN LEATHER
6 Pc. BRITISH JOHN BULL GIFT SET
Ladies' Wallets with 40 Windows, Boxed

THE

S 450
5 6 50
5 6th
5 4.00
$12.50
Ea 5 (800
Ea 5 l2 SO

Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea

Ea, SISOO
Ea. $ la 50
Ea. S 11 SO
Ea. 531 SO
Ea. S 22 00
ea. $ 4.75
Doz 5.9.00
DOZ. S.3.90
Per Set $.2.50
Doz.$15.00
Doz. S.7.00
Drlz.$15.00
Ea. S.2.50
Doz. S.5.00
Dos,$.4.00
Doz. $3600
Doz. S. 5.00

criss-cross
straps lilt
and
separate

adjustable
stretch straps
for
comfort

ELECTRIC CAN OPENER --AUTOMATIC
' Elec. Can Opener-Knife Sharpener-13h. Opnr
Electric Portable Hand Mixer
2-Slice Automatic Toaster-NAME BRAND
4-Slice Automatic Toaster--NAME BRAND
Electric Corn Popper-with Glass Lid
Steam 'n Dry Iron-NAME BRAND
Electric Mixer on Stand with Bowl
7-pc. Hard TEFLON.-11 Set-In Avocado
49-pc. Cook-N.Serve Ensemble--Guaranteed for
$ Yrs. Also Ovenproof
6-pc. Stainless Steel Steak Knife Set
Small Floral Pitcher & Bowl Set
Musical Beer Stein-Large Site
I9-pc. Decorated Handle-Sheffield, England
Cutlery Set
15-Pc. Decorated Handle Cutlery In Book Chest
50-pc Stainless Steel Flatware Set, Gift Boxed
EVERSHARP 3-pc Stainless Steel Carving Set
EVERSHARP 6-pc Deluxe Steak Knife Set
6-pc. Kitchen Knife Set--in Wooden Display Rack
3 Pc Wood Animal Family Set
i2 cup electric Percolator
Mug and Neese
TropicAire electric heater
Large TropicAire electric heater

SO Ft Drop Cords-All Copper Wirt
7- ELECTRIC SAW-BY RAM
14-pc. Up to "1'4" Industrial Open End or
Box Wrench Set
11 pc Industrial Open Eider Box Wrench Set
12-pc. Heavy Duty Open End Wrench Set in Clip
12 Blade Camping Knife with Holder
Delux Carded Wrench Key Chaln--Hot Seller
'4" Electric Drill by RAM
29-pc. BLUE TEMPER Drill Bit Set

121 95
Sill 95
57195
S64 95
533 95
S2I 95

Ea. S. 4 90
Ea. S.7.50
Ea. $.7.50
Ea.50
$7.50
0

Ea
E s. $
$1 4
6.v9
00
Ea. S11.50

$'3
9..:SO
sSieest 5.
$
Doz. Sets $.V,20
Ea.$.4.25

Set
4.23
5
S
et l
S 1 77
Set $.9.00
Doz. $11.00
2
1.5111
Delt
Se 5
S!"
Del. Sets S. 8 50
53 99
$299
59 50
$13 50

Doz S18.00
Now

Ea. $17.00
Set 516 50
Set $.7.50
Set S. 4.25
Ea. S 1.35
Doz. $ 4.00
Ea. 1 7.50
Set S 9.90

RADIOS 'N NOVELTIES

Want separation and a youthful silhouette? Its

yours with this cross-over elastic bra. Lace cups
Only Bestform offers you
such a great little figure!

KASNOW'S
FULTON

6 TRANS RADIO WITH CARRYING
CASE & BATTERY
.....
Large Twin Eve Radio-.B.....gElectric-Am
Large Site AM-FM Radio Battery.E4ctric No. 3019
Deluxe TONY-SONIC AM-FM -AC-DC Radio
DELUXE 4 BAND 2 POLICE --AM-PM RADIO
Deluxe 3 *end Police--AM-PM Radio
1114141501ful Plush Poodle Rellio--Ass't. Colors
Mee'li 2-pc, Deluxe Sweater Set
Mon's Windproof Lighter'
Solid State tope recorder. retell S91 93 for
Large AM radio. AC DC. n0811117.95 tor
Solid Strife watkie talkies, retell $18.50 for
5 band radio AC DC,reta II 1151or
Beautiful plush snoopy deg radio
20 top tunes
•
Just received over 1.000 Xtrack stereo Oros only

FASTEST
SELLING
ITEMS
IN HE
WORLD!

Doz. 529.00
Doz.$22.00

TOOLS
fiberfill
padding
shapes
gently

HOTTEST

s295

Trucker's Cowhide Wallet with 5 Compartment,
Necklace and Earring Set, AURORA
BOREALIS, Asst. Colors
Reversible Necklace with Matching Earring Set
Jean Cardot 17 jewel, retail SW 50 for
Jean Carder 21 jewel, retail 179 95
Waltham 75 jewel,self winding automatic, retail S125 for
Waltham electronic, retail 1150 For
Waltham electronic custom dress watch. retail 1135 for
17 jewel automatic. day and date watch retail 582 for

APPLIANCES 'N HOUSEWARE

for a youthful figure

448 LAKE ST.

NEW DELHI-India produced
6.8 million tons of crude oil irt
1970, about 10,000 tons more
than in IRES)

move with jeans and other free-living threads

P

INSULATED

too for soft, natural curves. Elastic sides and bottom for utmost in comfort. White. A32-36,B32-38,
C32-38.

Indian Oil Output
Rising

Gypsy-Moth Toll

BOSTON - Heavy defoliation
CHICAGO - Milk and milk
products provide about a third by gypsy moths was reported
of the average American's nu- on about a million acres in New
Army Private Adlai K. Stover, tritional needs for less than 20 England and adjoining states in
18, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
i R
R. per cent of the food dollar
Stover, Route Two. Martin,
recently completed eight weeks
of basic training at the U.S. Army
Training Center, Infantry. Ft.
Polk, La.

Dr. Richard White, lashing out
at those who were critical of his
state of health, has reversed
himself and declared as a candidate for re-election as mayor of
Hickman.
The longtime city politician,
Pvt Stover is a 1971 graduate
who has served a number of
There are some 1.7 million of Westview High School and
terms as a city councilman, said Roman Catholics in South attended The University of
his decision to re-enter the race Vietnam.
Tennessee, Martin.
was prompted by "the concern of
many citizens for experienced
leadership in city government:.
In replying to critics who said
his withdrawal from the race was
due to his heath, Dr. White
stated: "I bitterly resent the
judgments being made that my
decision to withdraw from the
race was for reasons of health. As
a physician, I am better qualified
than any one I know to diagnose
my health."
Dr. White, who has served only
two years of a four-year term,
was elected mayor without opposition two years ago. Shortly
after his announcement that he
would not be a candidate, a
citizens committee made a public
statement in the Hickman
newspaper asking him to
reconsider his decision.
In choosing to re-enter the
race. the Hickman mayor cited
the necessity to continue in office
to complete the many municipal
programs in progress. He
especially cited the drainage
program in West Hickman as
being well under way

......0
Listerine

Fulfills

Of interest to Homemakers
Milk Pays Off

Martin Soldier
Completes Basic

Ends Basic

$1.19

Lake $C

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 28. 1971

White Enters SF Airman

Reg. $1.69

EVANS DB= CO.

THE NEWS =

With

The Arourican
Red Cross.

$ 7.50
Ea. $ 6.00
Ea.$11.00
Ea. 011.00
Ea 122.00
Ea S11100
Ea. S 150
Per Set $ 4.25
Dor 5 4.00
$17 95
59 95
$1099
$2695
59 95
79c
5319

LAST MINUTE SPECIALS
LARGE LAMPS
515.95 ea
List 169.110
Bath Towels
S 6.50 doe
Hand Towels
$ 3 IS dot
Boys Numbered Football Jerseys
TIT 00 dot
Men's Dress Shirts(Famous Brand)
5 2.99 ea
Ladies Blouses I Famous Brand)
S 219 ea.
4$ PC..DINNERWARE SET-UNISRE......
. Sets 400
Men's Deluxe Tee Shirts-Top Duality
Doz. S 6.50
3-pc. Ladies' Luggage-Tote Set
Set 5 8.75
Matching Umbrella and Bag Set
Doe Sets 515.00
13-Track Auto Stereo Tape Player with
2 Speakers and Bracket - - Complete Set
S37.00
Old Fashion Large Size Kerosene Lamps
Dot. 529.00
Giant Stained Glass Kerosene Lamp Booed
Ea. $ 2.50
PLAY-POKER SLOT MACHINE DEALS A
new hand every time you pull the handle
...fastest pitch item on the market today
•.TROUBLE FREE
Ea S 3.00
3-Blade Scout Knife
Doz. S 6.75
DELUXE ALL SWISS 12 WATCH ASS.T, 12 WINNERS
573.00
Mens Stretch Socks
First Quality „.
Dot S 3.50
10 Page Photo Album
Dot . $2000
SPALDING GOLF BALLS
NEW
Doz. S 4.90
PANTY HOSE
FIRST QUALITY
Dot S 4.90
Gem 5-Way Knife Keychain
Doz S 3.75
Gem Fingernail Clippers Keychain
Dot. S1.75
Plastic Coated Poker Playing Cards
Doz S 3.85
100,. Unbreakable Tumblers
Doz. S 90
Dust Mops 'While They Last' -.36 in i 4$ in.
Ea. S 1.49
Dust Mops 'While They Last' 12 in 8.24in
Ea S 99

SPECIAL BARGAINS

X

Elgin Clock AM-FM Radio(retail 149.951
S379
.95S
Teddy Bear Rocking Chair
$
8 Track Tapes
5 2 99
Name Brand 12 cup Stainless steel coffee perk
Mini Motorific race car and track
55s
5$ 19:
4.99
::5
99
9,5
Playtime Tubsy dell(retail $19.9S)
500 St. Notebook paper
$OO Col 490
Polaroid Carry Case( Retail $19.951
Susan Doll and Her Stroller
5
s 4.9
99
s
Piano Musical Jewelery Box
Skyscraper Construction Set
Flatsy Doll(By Ideal.-Compare All
S 1.99
19 tn. Handcrafted Doll
20 in. Balletina Doll
5 39
3i95
5
3 Pc. Suede Leather Gift Ensemble(Retail $15.001
$
Men's Swiss Made Day and Date Watches w-band
Dor S.
80
49
00
5
Norelco Rechargeable Tripleheader Razor
529 95
Norelco Travel Iron-Presser
$ 8.99
Kitche-koo 28 In. Dolt
1 390
L
IEla
cil
, eand
ap
n0
Bed Cli
p
LampsLamp,5
Doz 5
S:
9
3000
955
Complete GAF Moyle Outfit I Retail $167.951
Celltni Fine China Trimmed in 24 KT. Gold (retail 0200.1
Cellini 32 pc. Crystal Stemware Sell Retail $150.001
Madeira English China I Retail $150.00)
Madeira Crystal Stemware Set(Retail $79.95) $

S.79 95
$69.95
::ry rs -

Solid State AM.FM-MPX Stereo 8 Track Player
586 SO
Black
(I
R W
t'h
'
'iit"
eT
9.0
V5.-HITACHI, All Sizes. Unbelievable Prices
COLOR TV, HITACHI
1209.00 Unbelievable Prices
Men's Work Socks
Spate
Electric Alarm Clacks
St 35
..7
.A.larrim:
Caps
5
S 1
2..9
7
;
Men's Necktie(Retell 14.401
Men's First Duality Knit Pts
Peat,
Men's Stripes & F Ores by Easy Riche Jeans
1S;2
0.7
95
5
$ .29 ea
G
Wi llS
'
ehttC
e lp
*Itah'
tinum razor blades regular St toe
69c
Gillette super stainless razor blades regular fifer
59c
Norelco re chargeable triple header electric razor, deluxe model 45TC retail 544 95
for
537 95
Electric repeat alarm clocks
$279

Flip over car with chswe
Singing Santa Claus, retail S14.13 only
Stop and go Choo-Choo train
Santa Claus on a scooter a
Flip over monkey,battery operated,remote
Sniffy dog with bee, battery operated
Bump/mew Volkswagen, battery operated

t

Pt

512

SOoni,

s399
S699
$499
14 99
S5 99
$3 99
53 49

POLAROID & INSTAMATIC

CAMERA CASES
1/2 PRICE
Visit Our Showroom For 1,0Cers of
iOs Brmg rOur truck or car and take advantage of (0001s ot bargains available tor cash buyers at tremendous savings Order
from this ad now. send postal money order or certified check •Il merchandise in
stock.

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY
OPEN EVERY FRI. NIGHT TH. 8 P.M.
NEXT DOOR TO CONNER'S PHOTO
A division of Conner's Photo Inc

319 South Second St.

Union City, Tenn. 38261

Ph. 901-885-9710

Ky.
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est Dates Revealed For Academy Prospects
. y young man in his senior
of high school who is interin an appointment to the
essi
my should write his senand congressmen as soon
ble to request a nominis to Annapolis. For irnmediormation on the types of
tions avaiktble or for an-

Zt

iIwo

Counties

swers to questions about admission to the Naval Academy, they
may write or call Lt Cdr, Robert W. McWilliams (USNI9 Ret.)
at 896-3941.
The U.S. Naval Academy offers a student a well-rounded
educational program leading to
a bachelor of science degree and
commission in the U.S. Navy or
Marine Corps. A wide range of

-lieceive Grants
Totaling $48,000
elltx
.tale and Hickman counties
sill/receive a total of 148,000 in
elIT grants from the Federal
anergency Employment Act of
PPE
s-Xarlisle will get $29,500 and
Neiman $18,500 for the funding
hired ambulance drivers and
attendants and health assistance
prferams in the areas. Voluntealli have been staffing ambul011111s in both counties prior to
it was reported.
The funded program will atfeird first preference for employtateily to veterans of military
starice in Vietnam or those who
have served as volunteer ambulance workers in the past, offloVs said.
44tomobiles kill 50,000 or more
-_.Elise U.S. annually.

engineering fields including
aerospace, electrical, marine,
voting men between we ages
of 16 and 21 who are Interested
In applying to the U.S. Naval
Academy for the class entering
in June 1972 should take their
College Entrance Examination
Boar d or American College
Testing Program tests prior to
Jan. 15, 1972. The last ACT test

date is Dec. 11 and in the case
of the CEEB, on Jan. 8.
systems and chemical engineering are augmented by degree
programs in such areas as
oceanography, operations analysis, languages, economics, and
history. A total of 26 academic
majors are available to midshipmen with more than 900 courses
offered.

-SEE-

Wendell Ford
IN FULTON

,rants,

AT THE LAKE STREET BANDSTAND
9: AM THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 28

;SAVE ON A 1971

Paid for by Fulton County Democrstic Campaign Committee
Mrs. Bertes Pigue, Treasurer.

CHEVROLET TRUCK
THEY HAVE GONE LIKE WILDFIRE BUT WE
STILL HAVE A FEW MORE LEFT, COME SEE!
t

We have a salesman on duty until 7:00 p. m.
Monday thru Friday evenings. Saturdays until
5: p m.

_SPECTACULAR CONSOLE VALUES

We still have a few 1971 model automobiles on
hanO, If you,..are. A/crested in one of these, (at kaad,
some savings) hurry in now. We are in a trading
mood!

OWTN
handcrafted

new 1972

kmAAC•I R

23'giant-screen consoles featuring Zenith's amazing
Black-Surround Screen for a brighter; sharper picture!

And Wow! Look At These 1-Owner, Local Used
Cars, That Are New Car Trade-Ins! Extra Nice!
44- Come See! cN,
-

The HILLIARD • C4516W
Contemporary styled lowboy
compact console. Zenith AFC
Automatic Tint Guard Control.
VHF/UHF Spotlite Dials. 5" x 3"
TV-Cone Speaker.

Contemporary
Styling
0•1010.•

11111.4
lea

The INNESS • C451719
Early American styled lowboy compact
console Decorative wrap-around gallery and
simulated drawer in base rail. Zenith AFC.
Automatic Tint Guard Control. VHF/UHF
Sktlite f_cals. 5" x 3" Twin-Cone Speaker.

$ CENSORED
The RIBERA • C4510
Mediterranean styled compact
console with casters. Flaring full
base and an authentic paneling
effect on sides. Zenith AFC.
Automatic Tint Guard Control
VHF/UHF Spotlite Dials. 5" A 3"
Tkri-Coy Speaker.

• Chromacolor Picture Tube
• New Glare-Ban Picture Face
• New Customized Tuning
• Titan 80 Handcrafted Chassis
• Super Video Range Tuning Syste
• Gyro-Drive UHF Channel Selecto

.119spER

tELEVISION
:••••••••Mia •

Over SO Yea
Service
Experience

4411(

_

at.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK
GMAC
Littl

ATiegt, The quaky goes in before the name goes on.
80 Years

IP

1971 BUICK SKYLARK 4-door sedan. Kentucky tag, grey, vinyl
roof. V8,automatic, power steering, power brakes,factory air.
1970 IMPALA 2-door hardtop, Tennessee tags, green, vinyl roof,
V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air.
1970 BUICK RIVIERA GS 2-door, Kentucky tag. green, vinyl roof,
automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air,
bucket seats, console.
1970 BUICK ELECTRA 225 4-door sedan, Kentucky tag, white,
V8,
automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air.
— LOOKING FOR A TRUCK? See This One
1970 FORD Custom Sport Truck, /
1
2-ton. Kentucky tag. blue, V8,
standard shift, air, only 9.000 miles: looks like new.

Zenith Quality Features

-

%Minn

eh
'

$ CENSORED
Mediterranean
Styling

Ake

1971 CAPRICE 2-door, Tennessee tags, black, black vinyl
top, V8,
automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air,
stereo
tape, EXTRA sharp.
1971 BUICK ESTATE WAGON,Tennessee tags, blue,
power steering, power brakes, power seats, power windows, factory
air,
luggage rack.

CENSORED

Early
American
Styling

1971 CAMARO 2-door, Tennessee tags, Bronze, vinyl top,
V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air: EXTRA
sharp/

"there tke best deals are TAYLOR 11AllE”
"SEE ONE IF TIESE
-

suumEr -

Chuck Jordan, Nike Wilkins, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Vernon Spraggs and Dan Taylor

1111IONWAY 307
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F
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WE
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Fulton, Ky.

WE
RESERVX
THE
RIGHT
TO
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MAXWELL HOUSE
OR
1FOLGEFtS
with coupon

COFFEE

TURNER'S

ARMOUR

ICE MILK

1/2 Gallon _ _ _ 45c

15-0z. CANS

JACK MACKERAL 4 For _ _ MOO

16-on. CANS

16-or. CANS

2 29t ROAST

CHIFFON LIQUID

4 For

DETERGENT

ARMOUR

22-oz.

39c

12-oz. Can

CATSUP

59c

32-oz. Jug

59c

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

WE.PORK&BE
womm.,„mmitANS 8

EVE

LIBERTY BREAD
Pullman Loaf 24-oz. Loaf _ _ _ 35c
Round Top
20-oz. Loaf _ _ 30c
WE Hamburger & Hot Dog Bus 33c
GIVE RollsjIrown & serve pkg.of 12 26c

no VIENNA

sivE

BREAST
OF
CHICKEN

SAUSAGE
ARMOUR

TASTY

CHEESE LOAF 2 Lb.Loaf _

89c

Lb. 89c

lb.

59

PORK LIVER

Lb. 39c

FRESH FROZEN

CATFISH STEAKS

89c

FRESH

SHOULDER

lb

3
9 71:E
gi

VIMICNIMCSWICIPCM(WMCWmpgss

BAKERY SPECIALS
MARTIN STORE ONLY
DONUTS
Dozen
69c
LONG
JOHNS
2
For
_
_
_
_
25c
CINNAMON
SWEET ROLLS

SOUTHERN BELLE

GIVE

AMS

TENDER SMOKED

63t
390
$1 HAMBURGER
1/4 PORK LOINmANaDEDNDs
5 39t
6 1/2 oz.
can

SHANK PORTION

8" WHITE and DEVILS FOOD

CAKES

Each

$1.39

lb.

3 lbs.
or
more

SACRAMENTO

OLD FASHIONED

TOMATO SAUCE 8-8-oz. Cans $1.00

BOLOGNA

DINTY MOORE

FRESH

DOG FOOD 3- 16-oz. Cans _ _ _ 29c

BEEF STEW

.

24-oz. Can

BUTT PORTION INIF

149C

5 oz.
cans

PILLSBURY

WE
GIVE

FRESH SLICED

GLAZED

TWIN PET

s= FLOUR
in

HAM

4801wmomeywcwaoc

TUNA

Lb. 49e

First
Cut

$1 PICNIC

303
cans

BEEF LIVER
CENTER SLICED

Liberty Bacon Sliced
Rindless Lb. 59C

HEINZ

GIVE TREET

FRESH SLICED

CHUCK

roll
pack

DELSEY

lb.

Whole

Armour Franks
12-oz. Pkg. - - 49c

CHILI With BEANS 3 For $1.00

COFFLEMATE 11-oz. Jar Ea.69c

BAKED BEANS

Country
Skillet

490 FRYERS

SWEEPSTAKES

MORTON HOUSE

woe
WM

lb.
can

CARNATION

ATISSUE

Page 3

South Fulton
Tenuous

Every "ednesday Is Double Stamp lay.
We Accept U. S. D. A. Food Stamps
You Always Save More Al Liberty
AD STARTS THURS. MORNING ENDS WED. NIGH1

WE
SIVE

Thursday, Oct. 28, 1971

(Whole or ./2 Slid.)

Lb. 39c

PORK CUTLETS

Lb.69c

BEEF

ACK BE

_ 69c

FRESH

PATTIES

Lb. 29c

14.79c.

CENTERS

with
coupon

lb.
bag

lb.

DEL MONTE

KING SIZE

PINEAPPLE JUICE 46-oz. Can 39c IVORY LIQUID

WE
GIVE LUNCHEON LOAF 3-12-oz. Cans $1.
BILTMORE

:Soup
EWE

CRACKERS

HEINZ
Tomato

25 lb. bag

CH

Lb. Box 29c

359 1

GIVE

FRESH

4 - 7-oz. Pkg. $1.00

CRANBERRIES

DINNERS

STOKLEY

KRAFT

FRESH

TOMATO JUICE 46-oz. Can _ _ 39c

GRAPE JELLY 18-oz. Jar __ 39c

TURNIPS

coR

5

Cream Style
and
Whole Kernel
44-on. CAN

49c

GRAPE FRUIT JUICE

WE CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
GIVE MaxwellHouse or Folgers
COFFEE

\VOID AFTER NOV, 3rd, 197IL

DINNERS

TOMATOES 5- 303 Cans _ _ $1.00

NE PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
ENE

LL 49a

With this coupon and $7.50 Addifional
...mom purchases. Face. Milk. Tobacco and Milk
Products.
Void After Nov.3, 1971
+maw -saw
Ow dia.

GUVI

2 lb. St
bags

KRAFT

STATE FAIR

69c

50-Extra S & H Stamps-50
With purchase of 3 Bags Halloween
Candy.

39

MORTON T.V.

=POTATOES 3
TUCSON

3-8-oz.

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

Jumbo
Rolls

fr

Frozen

WI

SCOTT

Strained

GARDEN DELIGHT

ins

POT PIES

with

BABY FOOD TOWEL
8
O
3

3/4 oz.
$549 4
jars
10 lithit daily

Lb. $1.79

MORTON

BACON 1RR7LESS
co Ib.sW

HEINZ

atag

SHRIMP

SLICED

10 1/2 oz.
can

PURINA

DOG

Craddock Sausage
Lb.65 2Lbs.$1.29

32-oz. _ _ _ 69c

LARA LYNN

TRADEWINDS BREADED

303
cans

TIDISUN

_ Lb.Pkg. 29c
Lb.10c

Except Shrimp
and Ham

oz.
pkgs.

Jonathan Apples
4 Lb. Bag - - 39t

BANANAS

GOLDEN
RIPE

lb. 1IN

vio
ivy

SUNK 1ST

ORANGE JUICE 46-oz. Can _ _ 49c
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

100-S

H STAMPS-100

With this coupon and $5.00 Purchase.
FaccL Milk and Tobacco Products.
Void After Nov.3, 1971
0
..81111a.
'
4111111.80
. oilliNti tosallm.

LEMONS

.01140.

Dozen _ _ _ _ _ _ 39c ,

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

5 Lb.Bag _ _

59c en

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

Pillsbury

FLOUR

ORANGES

I Km!

5 Lb. Bag

39c

With this coupon and 55.00 additional
ptu.chase. Excl. Milk and Tobacco Proj
eLlucts.
Void After Nov.3. 1971
...ssaa.. -ems. dem.

BACON

will THIS COUPON

(SAVE 20c)
49C

No other purchase nicemary.
Vold After Nov.3. 1971
.0111111o.

.11111.1111.

Fulton, Ky.

;TIANNIVERSARY
u VALUES FROM
IRACIIgncriecomr.
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CELEBRATING
LEADERSHIP IN
ELECTRONICS
SINCE 1911
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D. Early American—
model 3672. E. Italian
Classic—model 3675.
F. Mediterranean
styling—model 3673.
Also in Modern and
French Provincial.

...on each of these fine
consoles with new and improved
TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR system!
Your choice of seven styles . . all as magnificent to see off as they are on ! With Magnavox
TAC you can kick the annoying TV tuning habit, for it automatically keeps pictures sharp and
flesh
tones natural. There's no more jumping up and down to adjust controls . . . and there's
no more
green or purple faces. TAC remembers to give you a perfectly-tuned picture— with
the right colors—
instantlyand automatically on every channel,every time! The new ultra - rectangular and ultra
-bright
Matrix Tube—unlike many others—has a black, opaque substance surrounding each color
dot resulting in far better picture contrast, sharpness and far more brightness. And—the new
MagnaPower chassis, with predominantly solid-state components, assures better performance
and greater
reliability. UHF /VHF Remote Control is optionally available -- also at great savings. A. Contempo
rary—model 7152. B. Early American—model 7154. C. Mediterranean styling—model
7156.
Also in Danish Modern, French and Italian Provincial and another Early American styling.

NOW $598
SAVE
$21
NOW
S278

TOTAL AUTOMATIC
COLOR PORTABLE
Model 6114 will delight you
with its vivid 12" diagonal
measure pictures and such extra-value features as Quick-On,
removable sun shield, plus telescoping dipole antenna and
carrying handle for true portability. Perfect second set for
any room in your home.

Buy one of these ASTRO SONIC
STEREO FM/AM Radio-Phonos...and
get your choice of either
Select from 5 authentic styles. Each brings you the full
beauty of music. They have 20-Watts EIA music power, two high efficiency 10" Bass Woofers and two 1,000 Hz. Exponential Horns,
plus the Micromatic Player. Even record storage. Cassette Player,
model 8867, has function lever for rewind,fast forward, play and stop,
plus cassette eject button. Cartridge Player, model 8869, has front
loading, continuous play, auto program changer, track selector and
track indicator. With either—you get a custom installation kit with
complete, easy-to-follow instructions. It takes but minutes to install
in your console. Connecting cables included, too.

NOW $399

Cassette Tape Player

6,

8-track Cartridge Player
INCLUDES STEREO CONSOLE
PLUS YOUR CHOICE
OF TAPE UNIT

8-TRACK CARTRIDGE OR CASSETTE

SPECIAL
STEREO
TAPE
OFFER

10 GRAMMY AWARDWINNING SELECTIONS

10
TOP ARTISTS

Raindrops Keep Falling On My H ead
Shadow Of Your Smile
Up, Up And Away
For The Good Times
Michelle
Bridge Over Troubled Water
Rose Garden
Romeo And Juliet
MacArthur Park
Mrs. Robinson

Percy Faith
Tony Bennett
Charlie Byrd
Lynn Anderson
Bobby Vinton
Ray Conniff
Johnny Mathis
Peter Nero
Jerry Vale
Andre Kostelanetz

Produced exclusively for Magnavox by Columbia
Special
Products ... No commercials . .. Not demonstration
tapes—
Just great listening. Nothing else to buy ... so
come in now,
and get yours at this low, low price I

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By-Pass Fulton, Kentucky

Only $25°

Page 4
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We Care—Th

South Vulton 14,North Marshall 6

PRICE 20c PER POUND BELOW A YEAR AGO

Two More TD's For Williams,
Third In Row For Red Devils
CALVERT CITY, Ky.—Junior
standout Darrell Williams
scored two touchdowns and Dale
Yates snuffed out a late North
Marshall comback drive with a
petal interception to pace South
Fulton, Term., to a 14-6 victory

.over the host Jets here Friday
night.
Williams, one of the top
scorers in Tennessee, pushed his
point production over 100 points
with the two touchdowns. The
5-10, 170-pound halfback has
'scored 110 points this season.
North Marshall led briefly in
the second period when Danny
Stovall punched through from
the one giving the Jets a 6-0
edge.
But Williams' touchdowns,
both on one-yard plunges, in the
second and fourth periods
scooted the Red Devils on top
to stay. Steve Wilkerson booted
both placements to push South

Musical Slated
By Union Group

The Union University theater
season will open Oct. 28 with a
three-night run of "Brigadoon," a
popular Lerner-Loewe Ausical
about a village that comes alive
every 100 years for one day and
then vanishes from sight
The show, to be staged at
Jackson Junior High School, is
being produced by the depart- The first U. S. cows were
ments in the Fine Arts Division brought over to the Jamestown
Admission is El.
Colony in 1611.

Fulton in front 14-6.
The Jets used a pair of pass
completions in the final minutes
of play to move inside the Red
Devil 20 but Yates picked off a
third aerial with seconds to play
nullifying the threat.
The Jets outgained South Fulton 241 to 236 yards for the
mght.
The victory, the third straight
for the Red Devils, upped the
South Fulton slate to 6-2. The
Red Devils trek to Obion Central for a reelfoot conference
match next Friday.
North Marshall, 3-6 after the
loss, visits Crittenden County
next Friday.
South Fulton
0 7 0 7-16
North Marshall
0 6 0 0- 6
N/A—Diumr 8/0•611 1 run (Slat fed)
SF—Darnell Williams I run Wes.
Wilkerson kick)
SF—William. I run Wlikenun lora)

"KING OF THE ROASTS"
SUPER -RIGHT QUALITY

BEEF MB ROAST
4th & 5th
Ribs
BONE-IN

Rib Steaks

98c

Lb.

Lb.

20e LB. BELOW A YEAR AGO

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
615 BROADWAY,SOUTH FULTON
Boum Mon.thru Thur.8:30 - 6; Frt.- Sat.8:30 -8

79

PRICES GOOD MU OCT. 30

20c LB. BELOW A YEAR AGO!

SUPER -RIGHT QUALITY

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

BEEF RIB ROAST
1st
5 RIBS

BEEF RIB ROAST

8&

1ST
3 RIBS

Lb.
Mens
Permanent -Press

DRESS
JEANS

Boys
SWEATERS
Cardigan & Pull-over
Sizes 6-18

• Reg. $4.99
Sizes 29 - 36

SAVE '1" WITH COUPON BELOW
SUPER -RIGHT QUALITY

CANNED HAM

BEEF

"KING OF THE ROASTS"

Short Ribs

L859

SUPER -RIGHT QUALITY

FRYING CHICKEN

Leg Quarters
LOIN SLICED

Pork Chops
Lb.
Can

LB

3 LBS. AND DOWN

398 Spare Ribs
VIRGINIA FARM (WHOLE OR HALF)

Country Hams

$444

99

KAHN'S CHUNK

LB39c

(36-INCHES WIDE)

MENS
SUITS
65% Polyester
35% Rayon

Reg.$28.10

3Yds.$1

L.69c Allgood Bacon

GOLDEN
RIPE

y ptitiv

INDIANA
WHITE

BAG

Apples

CANS

One Rack Of

Pears

(REGULARLY $21.00)

Pascal Celery

138'0

MICHIGAN GROWN

Yellow Onions
VINE RIPE

Tomatoes

BAGS OF 20

AAP Handouts

WRIGLEYS

59c
ge
49C
wa.79c
EA.

22 OZ.7
PKG. • 111,
"
Pla

2 4 Le $1I 00
AP'
24
3 Las si oo 19c LESS THAN A YEAR AGO
3 1,AL:s $i 00 100% BRAZILIAN COFFEE
00
3 3L8sioci EIGIIT—O—CLOCK
1 -LB. BAG
3-LB. BAG
$100
BAGS
LBS

3

Grapes

88

Crackers

OK 1 r KMLAD

3STALKS

CALIFORNIA RED
LBS

00

CO

JANE PARKER

Pumpkin Pie

7c OFF LABEL
2 LB
PILLSBURY HUNGRY JACK BOX
PANCAKE MIX
WITH COUPON
Good only at A&P Foods
Coupon good thru Set- Oct. 30.
Reg. price without coupon.
Limit one coupon per customer.

.16

PORCELAIN CLAU Stilt

COOKWARE
On Sale This.Weele:

16',././«.6466.1.•• Myer. TINt vonoth ona.No tod
reued Iv or tvpolms. thoW to
WOW copo/,thla
(e0 100(00. A604.
.
11, WE.,ounclettcover.swat
AN/ wh• wth.

69. $1 99
STOKELY

Green Beans

4

18 OZ.$1 00
CANS

BAVARIAN

•

Sauerkraut

16 OZ $100
4 CANS

JUMBO

2

Gala Towels
SCOPE

ROLLs 69c
24 02.$1

Mouthwash

BTL.

I

29

MARVEL

c

Ice Cream gallon

70 CT 09
BOX er

JANE PARKER

MARVEL

1/30FF $5-11
LADIES PANT COATS $

Carrots
CALIFORNIA

One Rack Of

Chewing Gum

LB.

LB.
BAG

LB $100
BAGS

Apples

411.11
Mars Bars

Ocean Perch

•••11
mom..40
.11••••

BAGS

JONATHAN

STOKELY CORN

Kisses

LB.

FROZEN FILLET OF

-41••
.1•1

RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

BELOW A YEAR AGO SAVE 16°

FUN SIZE

Halibut

LB
BAG

BARTLETT

ANN PAGE

53C
45C

FRESH FROZEN

POTATOES

OCEAN SPRAY

11:001N

DRESSES
Values To
$15.00

75

RED ROME

FRESH

SHELLS,
LOUSES
and
LAZERS

Lb.

6 59C 0mcm witeasom
39
L. 75.
Cranberries 2

t t eItiiiMYM AP
Apples

0

(BEG. $6.00 YARD)

10-INCH
PACKER -CUT
25 to 35 LBS.

20

JO'

THIS COUPON WORTH
towards the purchase of. 100. Jar
of MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT COFFEE
Good only at A&P Foods
Coupon good thru Set., Oct. Ay
Reg. price without coupon.
Limit one, coupon par customer.

Double Knit Material $388 yd.

BEEF RIB

BELOW A YEAR AGO & SAYE 21`

BANANAS
'LB.

$2588

1 LB
PKG.

5` LB. BELOW A YEAR AGO!

BONDED
ACRYLIC
Mix and Match
Reg. $3. Yard

.LB

SLICED

SUPER RIGHT CHUNK

Bologna.

TERRY CLOTH

PLATTER SLICED

Bacon

Braunschweiger

39c
69c
L.19c
L.99c
57c
69c

L

White Bread

lb. box ____ 29c

Apfit ilYellitlithsietillAp
-....

SUPER-RIGHT
5 Lb.
.....-""' CANNED
.....Can
Ow
HAM
""C
.00
••••....
ow
.........
WITH THIS COUPON ....
ei
... Bared thru Sat., Oct 30
....
....
iewwow
Good only at A&P Foods ....
pries without coupon .......,
.......
4111..
per
coupon
customer
i
...

CICARE'ITES
Reg. and
Ring Size _
IN's

$2.62
$2.73

A

2o oz Q9c

LYS.

411

BISOUICK
Buttermilk
Baking Mx
40-02 Box
WITH THIS COUPON
Good only sl A&P Foods
Good thni Set. Oct. 30
Rep. price without coupon
Limit I
pee customer

Fulton, Ky.
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Full

County Cotton Harvest
Moving Into High Gear
lit JOE MARTIN
Cotton harvesting operations in
Obion County moved into high
. gear last week and the price of
cotton is causing farmers to
siaile when they compare this
yews cotton prices with 1970
prizes
A nuniber of farmers are
reporting a hale of cotton to the
acre on the first picking. But the
trouble with our catton this year
is the excessive rank growth
which is causing some of the
lower bolls to rot and is delaying
the opening of the cotton. A
number of cotton fields in the
Mason Hall area were defoliated
lalt week. A good killing frost
would be beneificial to local
copon farmers.
Demand remains strong for
ctiarent ginnings Prices are firm

Arts, Flowers
Show Is Slated

to slightly stronger than last
wiek Offering prices range from
to 825 points above loan
vaaues. Most farmers are selling
atprevailing prices but a few are
holding for more money. A few
gianer-buyers are paying 28 cents
per pound across the scales with
a discount of one cent per pound
for grass or bark reductions.
Many gins are accepting the
cottonseed in return for ginning
costs Seed prices are quoted at
around $55.00 per ion
•
TWIN CALVES
Calvin Stover at South Fulton is

eos

eavek
adviele
oleo
uollutt

calves that a lot of farmers do not
realize is that if one twin is a

heifer and the other a bull--the
heifer is called a freemartin. A
freemartin is a female calf
usually sterile and is twinborn
with a male calf
I don't know what the odds
would be against a cow having
tWID sets of twins in one year but it
would be real high I was telling
Dr. Robert Latimer about this
and he told me a cow on his farm
a few years ago had two sets of
twins in one year
FAR:11 DATES TO REMENIRER
October 20--Feeder Pig Sale-real proud of a Polies! Hereford Selmer.
cow that has had two sets of twin
October 21—Feeder Pig Sale•
calves 10 months and 27 days Dresden.
apart All four calves are still
October 27—Pecan Shaker
living and getting extra special Demonstration—Woodland Mills
care from 51r. Stover The first
November 2--Feeder Pig Sale-twins were heifers and the last Lexington
twins are bull calves.
November 3—Feeder Pig Sale•
One unusual thing about twin Brownsville

FAMOUS BRAND

MOTOR OIL
YOUR CHOICE Of
• Havoline 10W40
• Quaker State Super Blend

Our Regular 57c
Recharges Either
6 Volt or 12 Veit
Batteries

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

The Clinton
Younger
Ky
Woman's Club will hold its annual Arts and Flowers Show
Ice Machines
Air Conditioning and heating
Thursday, Oct. 28, at 7:30 p.m at
the American Legion building in
Low and Medium temperature refrigeration
Clinton
Competition is open to the
public and entries in the flowers
Service Contracts and Quartercategory may be either dried,
fresh or artificial arrangements.
ly Inspection available.
All mediums of art may be
tr synict...i Large or Small Equipment. We have
entered including charcoal, oils,
the capability to repair or replace as
pastels and water colors
Craft classes will include wood,
needed.
leather, decoupage, quilting.
carving,
embroidery
and
Utscrame.
Entries may be brought to the (Service Depart.)
Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.
American Legion building from 119 MORRIS
STREET,
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
I:30 to 5 p.m. Oct. 27, or from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and I to 4:30 p.m., Oct. OFFICE PHONE (901) 479-2.311 (Nights, Call (901) 469.5608
28.

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors

COPPER

FDI OIL
FILTERS

Designed for
heavy duty
jumper application. ALL
-COPPER. Fully
insulated terminal
clips. 8 ft. long

99C
Our Regular 2.33

Our Reg. 1.66

Gr

Pio
AMERICAN MADE FACTORY FRESH

Lot

Spark Plugs
One privilege we have left:
Improve your gas mileage easily installed. Sizes to fit all Ametican cars.

...irate on November 2!

installs Easily, Inst.. Split sossond
start. In any
w•atisiss,
Our Reg. 1.97

Paid

or

STP

by Fulton iccknty Democratic Campaign taimmittee,

8 Cylinder

1.97

Reg 2.66

TIRE
PUMP

)8rs. Bertes Pigue. treasurer.

Oil Treatment

PAINT SALE

ADO tO
YOUlt
On.

Reg. 1.57
SUPER DURABLE
100% LATEX
PAINT
INTERIOR WALL

fc

2 Gallons $6

Jjfll,
Martins
;

"
FOIRTIFI
FORM EL
10$

As
-41
•

‘,

Riots

p

Decorator

Colors for
Any Room
Also white

Save over 40% on this
pump.
tire
heavy
duty
For auto, bicycle or insporting
good
flatable
items.

PRESTONE

ANTI-FREEZE

1

Acnon. 66

With Stop Leak
In handy plastic container.

this winter
sure
Be
Freeze
Anti
your
that
tempstays at proper
erature level.

2 '6
NO ONE IN TOWN CAN DO BETTER ... WHY PAY MORE

S.P.Moore&Company
140 Broadway

South Psalm, TOM

1

made
thermostats
Hi-temp
especially for winter driving.
Complete with Easy-Stat Gasket.

Gallons

Mfg's. Sug. List Price $5.99 for One Gallon
COLOR-FAST—WASHABLE—SPOT RESISTANT
1 COAT COVERS MANY COLORS
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Thermostat

WINDSHIELD
WASHER
SOLVENT

Withstands Antt-Freeze
compounds. Cord reinkinking.
to resist

forced

1.66 •
Value

Our Reg.88c

Our Reg.
1.77
Value

Radiator
Sealer

77c

OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
UNION CITY TENN.
REELFOOT AVE.
REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM

0

'4

11111P11.1117
lif

1
l00(114TRATID

tam SYSTEM
STOP LER
nno

SEALER ,I
,

Bc

Fulton, Ky.
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CUSUIPIEll ADS

BUMPED to buy: two snatch111AEU6 AT HOME addressing
end tables. 479-2220.
earealopes. Rush stamped *eV- int
earildreased envelope to 3-C
FOR BALE: Ilny Toy Poodcompany Dept. 2020 Box 20221 lac
Pamper Poodle ,Parior,
Ctiumbus. Ohio 43229
479-Nag.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 30, 1971: 9:30 A. M.
Antiques- Antiques - Antiques
*Mina at the David H. Helseill home located on Hwy. SO Si
Milburn, Ky., located 16 miles wad on Hwy. BO from Ma
field. Ky., 6 ndles east from Arlington, Ky. Housia Is located
behind Hawaii general store In downtown Milburn. Wad,for
sale sign.
Many, Many Boma too numerous to mention which will be
sold to the highest bidder moan:Mass of price Saturday, Oct.
30th. So make your plans now to be with us at this once in
•Malmo sale. Terms Cads-Lunch Available-Rain or Shins
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL
-

Owners: Mr. and Mrs. David IL Halsell
Milburn, Ky. Phone 694-3611
MACK'S AUCTION SERVICE
Crutchfield, Ky,Phone 501-472-2884
CoL Mack Curtsinger - Auctioneer

COMPLETE LIQUIDATION
SATURDAY, OCT. 30, 1971; 9:30 A. M.
Selling at Cannons Store Place, located 2 Miles East of
Fulton. Ky. on State Line Road (Hwy 129) Watch for largo
auction siigne.

Antiques-Curios Collectibles
Many items too numerous to mention. Terms Cash
SALE: RAIN OR SHINE
- FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACTW. B.CANNON

& SOH, Owners
RL 3, Fulton, Ky., Phone 479-2913
SALE CONDUCTED BY

AINLEY'S AUCTION SERVICE
DUKEDOM, TENNESSEE
COL RTJBERT AINLEY, Auctioneer
License No. 6, Phone 901-122-3593
Office 472-1371
LICENSED AND BONDED IN KY. AND TENNESSEE
Greduate Professional Service With A Definite Effort To
Please. - Buy & Sell The "Ainiey Auction Way"
Let us advertise and sell your sides for you. Contact us today.

SAVINGS 1.1
by the truckload

SO MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5f per word
to reach
6,500 Homes
wIteelcasera inateblie
and otbsi. cooramswessi astrumn
SUPER DIM' tOS labs
Fulton, ley

gry

AVON CHRISTMAS selling
starts soon. Enjoy extra income
for 'school. expenses arid gifts.
Openings now available. Contact Margaret Tay,Box 1022,
Paducah, Ky. 42001; phone 8962708.
A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN
1096 cash investment will
bring excellent return servicing
a route of U.S. Postage Stamp
Machines. Write ,including
phone No. Century Projects,
7,015 S. Archer Awe., Chicago,
80608.

Dresden Car Dealer
Charged With Murder
SOUTH FULTON, Tennu,..
'-Bill Hogg, a Dresden, Teti.
used car dealer, has been chart
ed with murder following the
death of Robert B. Moss, 35,
early last night.
Moss, a former South Fultoe
resident, died Wednesday at
Memphis hospital as the result
of a gunshot wound in the beat
He was shot with a .22 caliber
pistol at a Dresden trailer court
late Monday afternoon.
Weakley County Sheriff Jerry
Riggs said the shooting occurred
following an argument between
Hogg and Moss. Moss was employed as a salesman by Hogg.
Hogg was taken into custody

the Hornbeak Funeral Home in
Fulton.
Funeral services are scheduled for 2 p.m. Saturday at the
funeral home with the Rev. Danny Underwood and the Rev. Gerald Stowe officiating. Burial will
be In Obion County Memorial
Gardens near here.
Survivors include his w If e,
Mrs. Joyce Miller Moss, Fulton
Rt. 5; two daughters, Miss Melissa Moss, Fulton Rt. 5,. and
Miss Debbie Moss, South Fulton;
two sons, Bobby Joe Moss and
Wayne Moss, both of South Fulton; parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.R.
Moss, South Fulton.

WAN FED!

'and held at the Weakley County
Jail at Dresden and charged
with felonious assault.
Cra WM 114uare Tires
A preliminary hearing on the
,,
assault charges was postponed
today following Moss's death and
the charge was changed to mur•-.11 .<> 411..,
der, according to deputy sheriff
SEMI DRIVER TRAINING
Doyle Turberville.
We are currently offering
Following an autopsy in Memtractor trailer training through phis,
24 TRUED
Moss' body was taken to
the tecilities of the following
truck lines. Truck Line Dire
Wheels Balanced i
tribution Systems, Inc. Express
Parnell Deliveries, Inc. Skyline
II
Deliveries, Inc. For application
and interview, call 502-589-4183,
IWH
GNICI1
or write School Safety Division,
FRANKFORT, Ky,.
-As
United Systems, Inc., 4510 Popa result of the vaccination of
lar Level, Louisville, Kentucky,
more than 150,000 horses, mules,
40217
donkeys and ponies in the state,
W. State Line
FARMS FOR SALE
Kentucky's equine populatior O. Fuller - Pb. 4714741
}Nye acre farms efl on black, has been declared "safe' .........
top with city water. 1200.00
against sleeping sickness, state
down, balance
140.115 Por veterinarian L. G. Worthington,
month for 240 months financed
at 8% sinsple interest. Sheeted said.
Final figures show that 157,on Highway No. St 8 mawfrom
Union City or nir males weit of 017 of the animals have been
given the federally-financed
Fuguevaccine against Venezuelan
Contact: Wailer Hastings
enchephalomyelitis
Dyersburg Realty Co. equine
(YEE).
Dyerdiuni, Tenn.
Northington estimated the
Phone 285-4591 or 027-2240
number of equines at 170,000.
(Night)

More Spirits Imported Bath's Name
. NEW YORK-Imports of dis• A Natural
tilled spirits in 1970 totaled 90.9
B'A T H, F..ngland - Bath, the
million gallons, a 7.9 per cent
noted hot-springs spa, was once
rise over 1980.
a Roman bath.

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY, OCT. 30; 1:00 P.M., 1971
ARLINGTON, KY.
SALE WILL BE HELD AT TNE STORE ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE RAIL ROAD IN ME CENTER
OF ARLINGTON

LIU Cs E V ROLIFF I We We 1111111111WWW-Chi el Bilik Bed
lewd Saadi)
1102 FORD 2 TON, Nat Grata Bad, Heist
2 BAUGHMAN BINS te1111 Hopper Bottoms, LL Tea. New
2- 11" AUGERS, 22' Long
MAY RATH ELEVATOR, II N.P. Electric Motor 36'
Widen ELEVATOR, A'. We Electric Mow
WE10NAUGGY WITH SCALES
SET OF BULK FEED BINS
2 GRAIN HOPPERS
1 NEW HOG HOUSE
I METAL SOW HOUSES. 7' 0 S'
CONCRETE HOG TROUGHS, Dpi. 1011.1
5" SCREW AUGER sr wle S POW Mae

" OFFICE EQUIPMENT"
VICTOR CALCULATOR
PAYMASTER CHECK WRITER
MEL1111( SAFE
ROYAL TYPEWRITER
REFRIGERATOR
MANY ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

BUGG BROS. OF ARLINGTON, INC., Owners
Norris Bugg, President, Ph. 653-6832 or 653-3631

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer No.67-Off. First F 'derail Bldg. 587-3801, Martin, Tenn.
Marvin Alexander 587-4568- Wendell Alexander. 364-2855

WADE'S
PRICE SLASHING
OCTOBER SALE

6.00x13
blackwall
tubeless
plus $1.60
Fed. Ex.
Tax per
tire

Walnut or Maple
Cabinets
This Week $

14995

YOUR CH
TRESTLE TABLE & 6 CHAIRS
Maple or Pine Finish
Large Selections
All Styles & Colors

$169"
Big Man Size
Recliners

Boston Rockers

AND 2 OLD TIRES

BLACKWALLS OR WHITEWALLS
Two
Blackwell
tubeless
tires

4-ply nylon cord

P.

Heavy Weight
Vinyl Cover
In 4 Colors

$44.95
Free Delivery
Free Service

Two IN
Whitewall
tubeless
tires

Fed. to. Tax
per tire

$39.40

7.00x13

"SURE"GRIPIlf"

6.95x14

•Sure-footed, road-gripping traction
and stability in ice, snow, and mud.

8.55x14
5.60x15

$33.10

$39.90

•Built deep to bite deep center and
shoulder grooves, multi-angle cleats.

7.75x15

$47.90

$55.60

$2.16

$57.50

$2.37

$61.90

$2.54

7.35x14

$40.60

7.75x14

$46.90
$53.10

•Four bias plies of triple-tempered
nylon cord give strength and
long wear.

0) WAYS TO PAY
V AT GOODYEAR

$47.90
$53.90

8.25x14

OUR OWN
EASY PAY
PLAN

$1.74

master charge

FRONT

DISC BRAKE
OVERHAUL
95

Three
Positions

While They Last

'
At-

AT THIS SALE YOU SILL FIND A 11000 LINE OF EQUIPMENT, FEEDS SUPPLIES
SO ATTEND THIS AUCTION AND BUY ON YOUR TERMS

Kentucky Horses
Get Vaccinations

City Tire Co.
101

NOG FEEDER, 11111411
ALL INVENTORY OF PURINA Fill OF ALL TYPAL
ALL HAND TOOLS
COMPLETE LINE OF RIALTO PRODUCTS II SOPPUES
NEW HAND TOOLS

Magnetic Broom
Attracts a picks up
din like magic

$1.00

Ideal to clean up lint, dog
and cat hair. Will not scratch
-polishes as it cleans. Washable and sturdily built.

Includes: • Front disc pied replacement•Hydraulic system
flush • Add new brake fluid
• Brake system inspection.
F NEEDED: Remachine rotors
$e ea. - Overhaul twin piston
calipers S9.50 ea -Front grease
seals $4.50 pr. Complete rear
brake service also available

GO TO THE PRO TO GET SET FOR SNOW!

Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following psalm
CLINTON AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Clinton. Kentuety

Page 8
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Come To E.W. James & Sons Halloween Nay Id. Oat. Dress In Your Finest

tumsi
a
c
1111AXINSAVINO
0111465
91
WIRgil
I sAVE!

JAM

;
xi's7
1
,
..40"..444441
.:=Core.nr.
,
./..W.KoCe...S.W.40:44.10[40W:ogertoCIW,W."0
,
./Jobr.or.,:e3CP,r./.0W./....W.I.OZOIC.C.C.W.W.G
CENTER CUT
REELFOOT HOT DOG

:ote.C.00C;raI
..C.C.Ce.
,

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPEC

FRYERS
29t

WHOLE

2 #BAU
/ZAP
,

Lb. 59c

BREAST

LB5
9t

BACKS

Lb. 19c

BARBECUE CHICKENS

Lb. 39c

GIZZARDS

Lb. 49c

BARBECUE PORK

WINGS
THIGHS
FRYERS CUT-UP

Lb. 25c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 33c

NECKS

Lb. 12c

CHILI DOGS

LEGS
ROASTING CHICKENS

Lb. 65c

PORK CHOPS

HOT DOGS

Lb. 35c

BARBECUE RIBS

LION CUT

Lb. 89c

Lb.691S

REELFOOT

AVG.
WHOLE

LOIN SLICED
69c

HYDE

PKG.

ROLLS

26c

BISCUITS

59c

6 CANS

1/2 Gallon

SORGHUM

$1.49

Lb. 59c

Bollidia

2 Lb. Jar ____ 65c

MARBEL STICK

OLEO

5 Lbs.

$1.00

SPREADIT IMITATION CHEESE

2

SPREAD
Sc OFF

TIDE

3

TOWELS

49c

SOUR PICKLES

3k

KRAFT SALAD BOWL

FABRIC SOFTENER King Size $1.49

SALAD DRESSING

32 oz.
BOTTLE

39c and 79c

PAR KAY

TISSUE

20 PER
BOX
c

ee

1 Lb.35c

495

4 Rolls

GRAPES

Redeem this Coupon!

THIS
WEEK
ONE CONTINENTAL CHINA
PLATE REG. $1.29 WITH
THIS COUPON AND $3.00'
GROCERY PURCHASE.
Cem bstleslal GYM Sine
Ng NOW, W JAW .S..

GOOD FOR NEXT 3 WE
919
4
t

BACON
LB. 55

DILL STRIPS

16-oz. Jar _ _

BREAD

OLIVES

2 Jars

69c

STOKELY'S SWEET

4 For _ $1.00

8-oz. Jar

RELISH
STOKELY'S

59c

SWEET PICKLES 22-oz. Jar _
14 oz.
BAG

490

TURNER OR SWIFT

CLOROX BLEACH
CHILI

5k

41c

49c

1/2 Gallon

ICE MILK
EASY MONDAY

25-oz.

3For

COOKIE

$1.00

pKG,49(

CHOC. CHIP 14 1/2 oz.
OREO CREME 15 1/2 oz.
PEC, SHORTBREAD 14 oz.

15 1/2-oz. Can _ _

DOG FOOD

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER Gnarl 49c
WITH THIS COUPON
1 PT. 6 oz. GIANT SIZE IVORY

LIQUID 39t
OFFER EXPIRLs NOV. 3rd, 19i1
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY

29c

PRICE
WITHOUT
COUPON

59C

GOOD ONLY AT E.W. JAMES & SONS SO. FULTON
WALDROF BATHROOM

1 Gallon _ _

ANTI FREEZE

ORANGES

LB. 1 OC

$1.00

SCOTT FACIAL

$1.99

5BAGL,B. 59

ES
A
" SWEET & JUICY TXA

RED TOKEY

5 For

190COCONUT

KAL KAN

PRESTONE

MARGARINE

16 oz.
LOAF

NABISCO

CHARM IN BATHROOM

CANDIES

is

Quart _ _ _ _ 55c

59t LINERS

HOLLOWEEN

HAI4BURERS

GRIFFIN FLAKY

KREY

TUFFIE'S STANDARD TRASH CAN

GRIFFIN CRYSTAL WHITE

SYRUP

99c

10-oz.

COFFEE

DOWNY

89c

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

GALLON

LAM

20-oz. Box

END & PIECES' 3 Lb. Box _ _

HAASE'S TWIN - PACK

HYDE PARK

LARGE SIZE 1
FOR

Lb. 39c

_Lb. 25c

_

STOKELY'S 22-oz. CANDIED SWEET

Quart _ _ _ 59c

YOUR NO. QUALITY STAMP COUPONS
ARE GOOD THIS WEEK FOR 300 FREE
STAMPS
a.

_ Lb. 49c

____

LB 39C

DOZ.
AND ADDITIONAL $5.00
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK & TOBACCO PRODUCTS.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY.

SCOTT PAPER

BLOBX. 69

NECK BONES

WITH THIS COUPON

WE ACCEPT
IL S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
GRAPE JELLY

BEEF SHORT RIBS
SLICED SMOKED JOWL

EmszSUCED BACON

GRADE A MEDIUM

WELCH'S

Lb. 25c

OUR - OWN

STOKELY'S 22-oz. JAR

NEW - CROP

HYDE PARK CAN

Lb. 89c

$1.17 ; SALAD DRESSING

Gallon

SWEET MILK

PIG FEET

BACON

Arse
;
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

E. W.JAMES

SERVE

Lb. 49c

WITH THIS COUPON

er
WHOLE
OR
HALF
STICK

LB.

LB'

Lb. 99c _

SLICED BACON

PORK QUARTER

PICNICS
SMOKED
6-8#
49c

FOR $1.00

SLAB

COUNTRY STYLE

PORK CHOPS

.COGOGGW.Cor.GCAGGCWWSZe
see"

Lb. $1.49

PORK CUTLETS

Lb. 89c

t
4

Lb. 69c , FRESH HENS

BONELESS

CHOPS

S

12 oz.
PKG.

4 For $1.00

Lb. 69c

BREAKFAST

FRANKS
49c

k

LB

LEGS & THIGHS

END CUT

\

PORK CHOPS
79c

PORK SAUSAGE
$118

1,
N

TISSUE

200 ct.

3For _

$1.00

SWEET CORN

6 EARS

59c

JONATHAN

4 Lb.Bag

POTATOES

msosem this coupon!

SONS J

THIS
WEEK
- ONE
CONTINENTAL CHINA
MUG REG $1.29'WITH
"MRS
CoupoN AND $3
GROCERY
PURCHASE

"mAxt-saviNGs"
SUPER111111110ET

LB.150

39c

THIS AD GOOD THURS. OCT. 28th, tHRU WED. NOV. 3rd, 1971

' PE.W.JAMES

3k

U.S. NO.1 SWEET

YELLOW

APPLES

4Rolls

TISSUE

99t

GOOD FOR NEXT 3 WEEKS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UNIT 0 AOTITIES.

111.10.1ryb6411111

ay, Oct

28 1971
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ler Finest
Costum sl
iL.

AVE!

)T HOT DOC,

INKS
49c

mor....4.0c.ocaer.ccoacc44
Lb. 49c
Lb. 25c
Lb. 49c

OWL

Lb. 39c

Lb.

3 Lb. Box _ _

5 For
[IS COUPON

8k
$1.00

BACON
5
LB.

ED SWEET

16-oz. Jar ____ 5k
Jars

69c

UBLE
Y STAMPS
DNESDAY
4 For _ $1.00

.Jar

; 22-oz. Jar ____ 59c
14 oz.
BAG

2 Gallon

49c
49c

LEANER Quart 49c

HIS COUPON
HANT SIZE IVORY

n

PRICE
Ilrf•Tr.•,11trr

11
Frances Mills Jones
For Clerk of the
Court of Appeals

Corarroo of the illnittbibtatto
Gusto! ittprelentatibes

Congrto" of the lanittb 16,tafto
*oust of atprefentabbei

laa4uitie5.11.C. 20515

Illiastingra. S.C. 20515

September 9, 1971
To The Voters of Kentucky:
It has been wry pleasure to work with the Democratic candidates for Governor and Lieutenant
Governor, Wendell Ford and Julian Carroll, in
the interest of promoting Kentucky through the
year,

They are dedicated men, who ere knowledgeeble
end esperienced in the affair, of State Government where they have served in responsible
positions of leadership. Wendell Ford and
Julian Carroll would give all Kentuckians the
efficient, honest and progressive administration which is basic, if we are to move Kentucky
forward in the crucial years ahead.

Democratic Campaign Peoples News
Democratic State Campaign Committee
P. O. Box 694
Frankfort, Kentucky
40601
Attention:

Mr. John Alden

Gentlemen:

Sincerely your.,

November 2, 1971 is a significant data for all Kentuckians..
On that date Kentucky voters will have an opportunity to chart
a progressive course for our Commonwealth in the years ahead.
I think they are going to do just that. They Cr. going to elect
Wendell Ford as Governor, Julian Carroll as Lieutenant Governor,
the entire Democratic State Ticket and an overwhelming majority
in both Houses of the General Asenibly.

Frank A. Stubblefield
Member of Congress

Because I believe so strongly in the promise held out to
Kentucky by the Democratic Party and its candidates. I want to
assure you that I shall be campaigning as vigorously as I can
to bring about the victory.

Congrtoo of the finite'*tato
*oust iltpreSentatabes

The Ford-Carroll ticket will provide the vigorous, farsighted and energetic leadership our Coenonwealth no desperately
needs to overcome the problems now facing her. With that
leadership confirmed by Kentucky voters, the Commonwealth will
surely take its place in the front rank of States in the years
to come.

leaslOgibm. S.C. 20515

Best wishes,
Si

erely,

. Perkin., M. C.

On November 2 the voters of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky mill have an opportunity to cast their votes
for an outstanding group of candidates who will, upon
being elected, render excellent service and bring honor
and distinction to our Commonwealth.
Our candidate for Governor, Wendell H. Ford. will
make an outstanding Governor. He has the necessary
legislative experience, ability and training to fill this
office with distinction and will establish a superb record
as Governor of our State.
Julian Carroll, in addition to his legislative '
experience, is an eminent lawyer and is well prepared
to serve as Lieutenant Governor of Kentucky.
Dr. Lyman V. Ginger is recognised throughout the
United States as a great educator and will serve splendidly
as Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Congrt000ftheignitibibtateo
jboutt of ReprtfientatibeS
assbinatmi. N.C. 20515

I

September 9, 1971

Mrs. Frances Jones Mills is a tireless worker and has
clearly demonstrated this fact down through the years.
She is admirably crualified to eerve as Clerk of the Stet.
Court of Appeals.
Mary Louise Poust is a noted professional auditor
who ha, proved her ability during her service as State
Auditor and will Continue to do so upon being reelected
to this post.
Thelma Stovall is loved by everyone in Kentucky and
hag established outstanding records in all of her assignmenta
and will, in my opinion, render the same fine service as
Secretary of State.
Drexell "Dreit" Davis is well established in politics in
Kentucky and is reomgnized throughout the state as a
dedicated public official. He will perform the duties of
State Treasurer in an excellent manner.

Dear Fellow Kentuckian:
November 2 is a very important day on the
calendar. On that day we decide who will be the
leaders of our Commonwealth for the next four years.
Wendell Ford and Julian Carroll head a ticket
of capable and experienced leaders. Thelma Stovall,
Ed Hancock, Drex Davis, Mary Louise Foust, Lyman
Ginger, Wendell Butler, and Frances Jones Mills are
devoted to serving the people of Kentucky.
Wendell Ford, Julian Carroll, and their running mates will fight for the rights of the people
of Kentucky.
The real issue in every election is people.
We owe it to ourselves and to all the people of
Kentucky to elect Wendell Ford, Julian Carroll, and
all our fine Democratic Candidates. They'll do the
job for us in the next four years--let's do the job
for them on Election Day.

Wendell P. Butler, our nominee for Agriculture
Commissioner, has a solid record upon which to run
and will again carry out the responsibilitied of this
office most effectively.
Ed Hancock is one of Kentucky's great lawyers and
will serve as Attorney General in such a manner as
to
soon become recognized as one of our outstanding
lawyers
to serve in this post.
We should get the vote out and elect our
entire
Democratic ticket consisting of all of those named
above,
together with all of the Democratic candidates for the
Rouse of Representatives and the State
Senate.
Vote the straight Democratic ticket.
a great victory on November 2.

We will have

S

Regards,

.1h • L. MAZZOL
Member of Congrese

William IL Matcher
Member of Con:grime
2nd District of Kentucky
•,

•...W.

BERT T. COMBS
Pledges His Full Supprt To

WENDELL FORD
From The Logi:Mlle Coorier-Joeroal
Primary filet toge:tner

Combs endorses Ford
at Democratic rally
By BILL BILLITER
Csierlanleenuel NMI moor
Former Gov. Bert T. Combs Liltnight
told a cheering Democratic funlsIng
rally in Louisville that Lt. Gov. Wendell
Ford is a man of "ability" and "integrity"
and that he unqualifiedly supports Ford
for governor.

X

Ford defeated Combs for the Democratic nomination for governor in tbaiMay
25 primary, and since that time, Combs
has appeared on stage with Ford several
times, but never mentioned him by name.
"I didn't say specifically I was for
Wendell Ford, but I say it now," Combs
told those attending the $25-a-plate "Rally
Round the Rooster" rally at Louisville's
Convention Center.
The audience roared with applause as
Combs mentioned Ford's name. Combs
wryly noted that Ford had once been his
executive assistant "and there have been
times when I feel I trained him too
well."
Combs said Ford "Is a tremendously

hard worker, and take it from me, he's
a hell of a campaigner." Combs then
warmly praised Ford, saying: "He has
experience and ability; he has integrity,
ind what is very important, be is the
!holt* of Democrats across this state.
"I inbodnce to you the man 'who is
going to be your next governor, the
honorable Wendell Ford."
Ford thanked Combs for the "overwhelming" introduction, then proceeded
to deliver a speech that sharply criticised
Republican Goy. Louie B. Nunn, GOP
gubernatorial nominee Toni Emberton
and the national Republican Party.
In denouncing "Nunn and Tommy,"
Ford predicted that Democrats in Kentucky would sweep this year's election
and win "by no less than 100,000 votes"
on Nov. 2.
Ford spoke at the fund-raising dinner
at Convention Center after a $100-aperson reception held at Stouffer's Louisville Inn. During the dinner. Holum

gpeaker Julian Carroll, the Democratic
nominee for lieutenant governor, and. all
dther Democratic candidates fee statewide office were presented to the
addienre
Carroll delivered a fiery speech maidnig the Republican administ=1
his speech was frequently
i
byamllause
uilin
and shouts of "Give 'em
Ford's speech also assailed the Republican administration. Ford said Nunn had
prohibited the Kentucky GOP from having an "open" primary last spring.
"We saw, during the primary, Republicans denied their own freedom of
choice at the polls, a denial that places
the Republican Mminee under single
tomination," said Ford.
"My opponent (Emberton) owes his
nominstion not to the people, but to the
special interests of the Nunn administration. My opponent will be obligated and
responsive not to the peopli, but to the
Jai interests of the Nunn administration.
"Wendell Ford's obligation will be to
every,Kentucklan," Ford added.
Ford said a Democratic victory .
Kentucky would signal to the n.on
the beginning of a "dump Nixon"
movement in 1972. Ford criticized President Nixon's economic record, saying
"the little people were first in a squeeze
sad now they're In a freeze."
In predicting a 100,000-vote victory in
the gubernatorial race, Ford said, "I
can bear the thunder! I can hear be
rooster crow!"

loin Bert Combs In A Victory For

k:

WENDELL
FORD
For Governor
JULIAN
CARROLL
For Lt. Governor

Tax Relief From Republicans?

NO WAY
'Reduce
Nato 'tags. a
SOI. Saise
Louie %awl
"rite% Ttom
11
to $1/.5
SSAQuestio
n
charges

Reduce
Income Taxes?
NO!
"Do you Question
believe any
should be made
changes
in the
ent
state's presincome-tax
as possibly
arrangeznent, such
the amountabolishing exemption
of
paid in
fax?"
federal income

service
tags.
there any auto license
increased
Are
tor
as should be
tees, such
or you think
thatdecreased?
Answer
know
I that
or
that,
—
E.141BER.1014
or anY chn
ange ill
tees
lAcense
anY
a
ot norecommending
I'm

City - County
Revenue - Sharing?
NO!
Question
Do you favor state government's sharing some of its tax money with city and county governments, regardless of fate of proposed federal revenue sharing?
Answer
EMBERTON — Under our
present structure, I don't see how
it (state-local revenue sharing) can
be worked out."

II

Answer
EMBERTON — "At
in time,
this point
I see no
should be any reason why there
(changes
in the necessity for it
state's
arrangement)."
He saidincome-tax
no changes
there are
that he
would
advocate.

New Taxes?
YES!
All questions and answers
are printed verbatim
from
an interview with the candidates
Louisville
Courierin the
Journal.

Question
Do you support any new ta
such as a severance tax?
Answer
EMBERTON — "I favor the
levying of a severance tax on coal,
oil and natural gas which is-mined
in Kentucky.' He said Kentucky is
rapidly becoming the nation's No. 1
coal producer and a severance tax
on coal "would give an expanded
source of revenue as we move up
the ladder of coal producers."

Not This Way, Either!!!
Hundreds Employed Since The Freeze

WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 25, 1971

State employes top 30,000 mark again
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Asessielid Preis

FRANKFORT, Ey.--The total number
of state employes has climbed past the
30,000 mark again, about 300 more than
when Gov. Louie B. Nunn ordered a
freeze and cutback in jobs two years ago.
As of the quarter that ended June 30,
Personnel Department records show
26,455 permanent full-time employes,
2487 seasonal full-time workers and
2,085 others, for a total of 30,727. The
"other" category covers temporary,
emergency
and
part-time
(both
permanent and seasonal) employes.
For comparison, the figures for June
1969—shortly before Nunn ordered his
freere and cutback—were 25,599 permanent, 3,208 seasonal and 1,588 other,
for a total of 30,395:

And when compared with four years
ago—during the final year of former
Democratic Gov. Edward T. Breathitt's
term—the latest figures show a 2,738
Increase in total number of employes.
Broken down by category, the 19'71
figures show 2,836 more permanent
employes than in 1967, 785 fewer
seasonal workers and 687 more other
employes.
Every four years there are charges that
the incutnbent governor is handing out
jobs as favors to drum up support for the
candidacy of the man that governor would
like to succeed him.

total of 28,774 represents a 6 per cent
jump.
The seasonal and other jobs are those
most often mentioned as being handed
out for political gain since the control
over them is not so strict as over
permanent full-time jobs under the merit
system.
But the 4,272 employes now in such
Jobs actually number 100 fewer than was
the case four years ago.
, The high point in employes in those
two categories was 4,796 in 1969, when
the only statewide political race was for
auditor. In that contest, Democrat Mary
The total number of state employes Louise Foust defeated Jaynes Thompson,
the
Republican Nunn had appointed to
now as compared to four years ago
reflects an average increase of 2.3 per the post upon the death of Clyde Conley.
The total number of seasonal and other
cent a year, but the boost over.last year's

(not permanent or full-time) employes
dropped from 4,370 in 1967, Breathitt's
last year, to 3,066 in 1968, Nunn's first
Year. Then it went to 4,796 in 1969,
dropped to 3,438 in 1970 and rose to
4,272 this year.
The total number of permanent fulltime employes for that period went from
23,619 in 196'7 to 23,006 in 1968, 25,599
in 1969, 25,416 in 1970 and 26,455 this
year.
The decline in all cateeries for 1968
was a result of mass firings of Democratic employes—up to around 4,000—
during the early months of Nunn's
Republican administration for alleged
political activity. The state Personnel
Board subsequently ordered various state
agencies to reinstate more than 100 or
those on the ground that their alleged
political involvement had not been
rover%mi.mmmiummem...m.m

the surest way to remove
the SO tax on groceries
is to vote Democratic

HERE'S WHY
— Only the Kentucky General Assembly can remove
Governor Louie Nunn's 5c sales tax on 'groceries.
There are 95 DEMOCRATS in the Kentucky General
Assembly.
There are ONLY 43 REPUBLICANS.
The Majority rules.
—REPUBLICAN TOM EMBERTON can only PROMISE
to remove the Sc sales fax passed by REPUBLICAN
Louie Nunn.
DEMOCRAT WENDELL FORD can get the job done!
— He removed Louie Nunn's 5c tax on prescriptions, didn't
he?
— He removed the sales tax on farm machinery, too!
— He even removed the sales tax on intra-family car
transfers.
That's why Wendell Ford needs your vote on November 2.
— He's a Fighter For People.
Isn't it time the people had a Governor?

Wendell
For

j

•
I•

CaOR LT. GOVERNOR

. FOR GOVERNOR

Fighters for People

Paid for by Democratic Campaign Committee,

Donald Riney, Trealwrer

.t

Can a man who has never
held an elective state office
solve these problems?

of
h.
10
ma
red
le.,

SATURDAY MORNING, AUGUST 7, 1971

Jobless rate in July rose
from 5.6 to 5.8 per cent
LOUISVILLE, FRIDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 3, 1971

.3% in August

Ke,
are

THURSDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 23, 1971

Gasoline costs boost index

Wholesale prices Retail prices rose
continued to rise 0.3% in August
before the freeze despite freeze
State-Local Tax Load In
Kentucky $299 Per Person

Sharp Rise
In Health-Care Cost,
Friday, October 15, 1571
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Under first phase of emergency act

Federal funds used
to hire 262 in state
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
Cards,-Aperwel Staff Wriktr

FRANKFORT, Ky.—State agencies so
far have hired 262 persona under the
federally financed Emergency Employment Act designed to fight unemploy-

ment, the program's state director said
yesterday.
However, the state has not yet received
Information on an additional $3 million
in job grants for cities and counties
announced Monday in Washington,
Director Harold Newton said.

Market
Declines
Sharply
NEW YORK
—Concern
and confusion about Phase Two
of President Nixon's economic
program kept the stock market
on the defensive
Wednesday,

Flue-Cured
Leaf Prices
In Decline
Free AP Dispatches
Grade prices for flue-cured
tobacco continued downward
Thursday as sales ended for the
week on the Eastern, Middle
and Old Belt markets in North
Carolina and Virginia,
The Federal-State Market
News Service reported that averages for most leaf grades
were lower again on the Eastern Belt, but only small fluctuations occurred for the remaining grades.
vommillgRORMIL

Tlig COURIER-JOURNAL, LOIRSVILLF,, Ky,
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1970: It was a very bad year
for many state farmers
The final figure is what economists
call the net management return, or the
"reward" for the farmer taking the risk
of being in business for himself.

By JAMES R. RUSSELL
has GAR1111,101141111

KT /Wee

A farm income analysis by University
of Kentucky agricultural economista
shows that 1970 Was near disastrous for
many of the state's farmers.
The corn blight, higher feed costs, low
hog prices, unfavorable weather and the
10 per cent burley tobacco allotment cut
were tagged in the new UK study as the
major factors contributing to the greatly
reduced profit. These factors sent many
farmers to their savings accounts or to
lending agencies.
The report dealt with 319 farms in 85
counties. The farms, with an average investment of $350,000, are enrolled in the
Kentucky Farm Analysis Groups which
are directed by the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.

It showed that income for each of the
farms in the survey was just • little over
0.600 in 1270 compared with an average
of $14,000 in 1969.
, Here's how the program wurks apti the
procedures used in determining farm
profits:
Iltruings are figured on net farm income, to which is added the value of farm
products consumed by the fatally, the
value of livestock, grain and other farm
products on hand at the end of the accounting period and depreciation of
assets along with any other changes in
total assets.

Prom that figure, interest on the assets
Is subtracted at a rate which would be
equivalent to the money the farmer would
receive if he sold out and invested in
sound common stocks. Also deducted in
the record keeping is a charge of $300
per month for family labor.
The economists say that the net management return added to the maitre for
family labor may be compared with the
salary a non-farmer gets from a factory
or office lob.
Economists point out that in 1970, the
six areas in the state involved ig the
study ranged from 4.91 per cent to 212
per cent return on invested capital and
managerial ability of the farmer. lity
confparison, wise investment in common
stocks would have netted 7 to 8 per cent
return, the economists said

They add that the farmers in the
analysis group are arnoag the top 'MU
in efficiency and management ability.
Farmers with
efficiency and onus
'gement ability' are in "sad trothie"
and can only hang on as long as their
capital lasts, the economists said. If
land values don't continue to rise, erring
these farmers added credit base, the
marginally efficient farmer will be in
serious troirble, the economists said.
The report shows that Bluegrass farmers were hardest hit in 1970. Twentyseven farms in the study showed a net
management loss of $6,180 for 1970
compared to a loss of $4,732 for
1969
The 10 per cent cut in burley tobacco
allotments was a factor in the lower
profits. The cut, the report says, counter-

14
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State's mine safety record
called worst in the nation
By JOE WARD

Caorlia..Ntitraol Staff Wrifte

LEXINGTON, Ky.—The director of
the federal Bureau of. Mines told Kentucky coal mine operators here yesterday that the commonwealth's coal mine
safety record is "the worst of any major
coal-producing state in the nation."

The director, Dr. Elburt F. Osborn,
called the fatality rate in Kentucky's
small coal mines "deplorable," and said
the state's larger coal mines "have not
been doing well either."
He said Kentucky's underground mine
fatality rate through the first eight
months of this year is 1.64 per million

man-hours, which he said-ia "getting close
to twice the national rate of .94" and
"approaches three times the rate for all
underground coal mines" in West Virginia.
Osborn indicated that the weight in the
high over-all rate cornea from a 3.17
Der million man-hours rate in the small

coal mines, but he noted that the state's
large mine rate is 1.64, itself higher than
in nearby coal states.
The bureau director blamed the high
fatality rate on miners' "failure to adjust
to changing conditions and failure to
follow time-honored safe-mining practices"
Osborn's audience, members of the
Kentucky Coal Association attending
their ennual business meeting, did not
react outwardly during the speech but
at least one man challenged his figures
privately afterward.
Robert' Holcomb, a Pike County coal
operator and spokesman for area coalmen, said the Kentucky Mines Department had told him it doesn't have ID/0hour figures for the first eight months

SATURDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 18, 1971

$445,911 bid to repair KY 15 section
never formally opened to the public
By ANNE PARDUE
Catofiwr-Jaurnat Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The state Highway Department yesterday received one
bid—for $445,911—to resurface a sixmile stretch of KY 15 in Perry and Knott
counties that has not been officially
opened to through traffic.
And Highway Commissioner B. E. King
repeated that the state hopes to collect
the "whole amount or a portion of damage" caused by coal trucks tearing up

the road, either through negotiation or
lawsuits.
If the damages cannot be collected, Payment by state and federal governments
will be committed once a contract for the
bituminous resurfacing is awarded, King
said.
King said a decision on yesterday's bid
Is not expected until next week. The bid
was submitted by Adams Construction
Corp. of Pikeville.
Don Duff, deputy commissioner for ad-

ministration, said the department's legal
and engineering staffs are currently accumillating information preparatory to
filing suit for damages done by coal
trucks on the six-mile stretch of KY 15,
Duff said the department has asked the
Department of Motor Transportation for
accumulative listings of citations issued
to overweight vehicles to determine who
has been hauling and for whom.
Further, Duff said a department attorney and engineer inspected the toad

Wednesday

to

obtain

their

personal

Views.

Duff said no lawsuit has been draw
since the department is still in the tril
formation-gathering stage. One factor las
a suit would have to be an allegation of
what damage; have Occurred. he said.
Duff said yesterday's bidding involved
6.068 miles of KY 15 from near Jeff to
near Red Oak Branch, of which .4 mile
is a new section and not invslved in the
resurfacing.
The six-mile section originelly was
paved two years ago, and had not yet
been opened to traffic this summer because of work being done by the
Corps of Engineers in connection
an impoundment on Carr Fork. But e
six mile Jeff-Red Oak section had been
opened to local traffic, which includes
mine-to-tipple coal-truck traffic.
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There are more of them this year

Labor Day is no holiday
for the area's unemployed
Kentucky Has Problems -- Wendell Ford Has Solutions
Wendell,Ford Is An Experienced Leader

What a way to waste your tax money!

BIG PAY -NO WORK
PSC aides work at home
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
Courier-Jews& Sts41 Mgr

appointed by Gov. Nunn to the PSC in
early 1968, died later that year.
1. James L. Bersot, 57, of Louisville,
listed in the Louisville city directory as
president of Custom Perma-Gutters, Inc.
io Raymond F. Grit:ell, 75, of Mount
Sterling, listed in state records as a former school-book sales manager.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The state Public
Service Commission (PSC) has eight
administrative assistants, including the
sister of chairman Harold Kelley,
assigned to job locations in their hometowns and drawing PSC salaries of $5,484
a year each.
Mrs. Jones was contacted at her Elkton
Kelley, who was ousted June 30 from
home and asked what her state duties are.
administrative control of the PSC by fel"Anything that comes up that requires
low commissioners Joe Travis and
Investigation or looking into," Mrs. Jones
Howard Clay, said Friday that he hired
said.
the eight to "handle complaints" about
•
Could the give an example of her
the state's 352 utilities, which the commis- work?
sion regulates.
"No sir, not at the present," she
Clay said Friday that he and Travis replied.
plan to "take a new look at things" this
Asked whom she reports to in her
week.
work, Mrs. Jones said, "The man in
right
"I know there'll be some changes," Frankfort, I can't think of his name
now."
Clay said. He declined to go into
specifics until he talks farther with
•
Four decline to answer query
Travis, 'who was out of town for the
weekend.
Mrs. Reed, Mrs. Bratcher, Bersot and
The eight administrative assistants cur- Sart& declined to say what they do in
their jobs, referring the question to
rently on the payroll were hired between
April 1968 and February 1970. They are:. Kelley.
Sartin did describe how he came to
i••• Mrs. Beatrice ILL Reed, 57, of AshFrankfort to apply for a job and met
land, Kelley's sister.
Kelley in a Capitol Building office in the
••• Mrs. Mary Lee Jones, 61, of Elkton,
presence of a fellow Metcalfe countian,
wife of Todd County Judge W. S. Jones.
Tom Emberton, then an assistant to the
supported
who
Democrat
Jones is a
governor and now the Republican candiRepublican Gov. Louie B. Nunn in the
date for governor. Emberton also for1967 election.
merly was a member of the PSC.
Jeremiah
William R. Adams, 66, of
"He (Kelley) told me my headquarters
Republican
former
a
County,
in Letcher
would be at Willow Shade, and he would
state representative.
call me when I was needed," Sartln said.
Lawrence E. Forgy, 56,-of Lewisburg
Asked how often he has been called,
in Logan County, father of Lawrence E.
Saari said, "I haven't been called very
Forgy Jr., former deputy finance commisoften."
sioner in the GOP state administra
Adams, Forgy and Griztell could not
and now a University of Kentucky
be reached for comment.
president
"These people handle complaints and
i•-• Sam H. Sartin, 67,'of Willow
do this and that and the dther," Kelley
in Metcalfe County, listed on state pe
in a telephone interview from Ashsaid
nel records as a state-level U.S. Agri
land. "I don't have a big enough staff
tural Stabilization and Conservation
there (at Frankfort) to handle them . . .
vice (ASCS) official during the E
We have 352 utilities to regulate."
hower administration.
The utilities are telephone, electric,
Mrs. Pauline E. Bratcher, 46, ci
gas, water, pipeline and telegraph firms.
Greenville, widow of W. I). Bratchail
As for his sister, Kelley said she "does
Bratcher, a 1st District GOP chairsasJ

2nd member,'disillusioned,'
quits GOP's state committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Describing himself as disillusioned with the state Republican administration, • second member
says he has resigned from the GOP State
Central Committee.
John Sharp, Williamsburg, said he submitted his resignation to GOP State
Chairman John Kerr Jr. last Thursday
but Kerr said yesterday that he had not
yet received it Kerr declined to comment
on the matter until he receives formal
notification.
Sharp's resignation comes less than a
month after Marshall (Nick) Burley of
Owensboro resigned from the committee.
Buriew said he was resigning because
he supported Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, a
Democrat also from Owensboro, in next

month's gubernatorial election rather
than Tom Emberton, the Republican.
Sharp, in explaining his resignation,
said he felt he had been "slapped in the
face" by the state GOP administration
when "about a couple of months ago they
started- paying attention to other sides
here."
"Instead of letting me call the shots,"
asserted Sharp, who was Whitley County
patronage chairman, "they've been listening to other people."
Specific examples of his being overruled by the administration, he said, were
in road placement and transfer of personnel.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn's only comment
on Sharp's charges yesterday was that
they were "self-explanatory."

as good a job as the rest of them."
Asked what she can do in Ashland that
Kelley, also of Ashland, could not do,
Kelley replied, "She can do a whole lot,
just like Louie's sister (Mrs. Virginia
Strohecker) works In his office, you
know."
"We followed the precedent of the
previous commission," Kelley continued.

"They had five or six. I may have three
or four more than they had, but our number of utilities has increased."
(In December 1967, state records show
the previous commission had two administrative assistants and five investigators. The investigators were paid on a
$25 per diem basis, rather than a straight
salary.)

Emberton Is Former
Member Of Public
Service Commission

Are Republicans BUYING
Governor's Office?
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, LOUISVILLE, KY.

State GOP raises,
spends more on
election than
Democrats
By CHRIS WADDLE
caiirrassierssi $4•01 Wriest
Kentucky Republican campaign ma
tiinery has raised more money and spinlore than the Democrats during the cur
..ent electioneering.
In required reports flied yesterday (30
days Wove the Nov. 2 election) with the
state Registry of Election Finance, the
political price tags looked like this:
The Kentucky Democratic Campaign
Committee reported it has received 6273,641 in contributions and receipts from
such occasions as campaign dinners. Expenditures listed by Democrats tntaled
$142,618.72.
The Tom Emberton for Kentucky's
Governor Committee, which an official
of the election finance registry said in-

eludes all the candidates on the Party's
statewide slate, reported 6357,855.74 in
contributiona and receipt'. The part/
has spent $305,1311.84—more money than
has been taken in.
However, RaPablicasa- previously said
that since- laubmisp had no pLispleg,:
battle for the
on, a itiffiliss in
the party treasury has helped meet expenses.
Wendell Ford, Democratic nominee and
the state's present lieutenant governor,
had to campaign in his party's primary
against former Gov. Bert Combs
In sharp contrast to the major parties,
the American Party State Campaign Fund
reported receiving $1,015 from contributors—none of whom gave more than
$500—and spending • total of $563.45.
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The Man Who Proved His
Right To Be A Leader
little airplane, pensively listening to a
faithful friend, usually Doug Shoulders,
that persistent and enduring buddy from
the Jaycees, or James Milam, in earnest
conversation. There's something rather
jaunty about those airport pictures. They
were in the primary when the running
seemed all uphill against the big man—
Bert Combs—and there wasn't much
money(there has never been) to buy the
gas, and the wise boys said the Ford
campaign would run out of money and
votes before the primary election day.
Another set of pictures—at Doc
Beauchamp's funeral. Wendell Ford at the
edge of the Scene, keenly aware that
Beauchamp was joined with Combs, but
sonehow determined to show his respect to
the old party hero just the same.
TURNING FURTHER,there's a picture
of Wendell Ford at the Strawberry
Festival, just before the primary. It's
stuck against a misplaced picture from an
earlier visit when they asked him to make
a Little talk at a Baptist Church. (Did he
ever refuse to make a little talk?") Here's

WE WERE looking through our files
near presstime this week in search of a
suitable picture of Wendell Ford to run in
the paper along with the story that he
would be in Logan County for yet another
campaign visit
What a file it is .. What a witness to one
man's effort to persuade a people. There
he is at a Rotary meeting, chatting away
with several fellows while "Doc"
Beauchamp looks on with a smile that
could only be described as "inscrutable."
Then, here he is again, grinning at a
pretty girl who was a winner in the
Tobacco Festival Beauty contest. In dead
of winter, he's shivering on the platform
while the Lewisburg Christmas parade
passes in review—the only major
politician who fould his way to the Coon
Range in the middle of December. A
factory scene flashes up—the back of
candidate Ford, arms outstretched across
a pile of garments to touch the hand of a
Logan woman.
Airport meetings—rather bare and
sweeping. The candidate stands beside a

another shot. He's walking toward the
Courthouse with a serious-faced band of
youngsters who are making their debut in
politics as his Russellville workers. The
candidate is just a few feet away from the
barber shop where he won some votes four
years ago when he was running for
lieutenant governor. . .
Wendell Ford didn't carry Logan in that
race for lieutenant governor, but he almost
did—and the votes that he did get may
have been the difference in his 1967 victory, for his opponent had expected to Win
a large majority here. This year, Wendell
Ford didn't capture Logan either, but his
loss margin was slim, and there was no
doubt that in all these visits Wendell Ford
had won the hearts of many Logan
countians.
Now at last the nominee and standard
bearer of the Democratic Party, Wendell
Ford comes back to this familiar stumping
area the winner of a smashing primary
upset and the leader under whose banner
the Logan County Democrats have buried
their factional hatchets.

He has worked for and earned every vote
he ever got in this community. Each fight
has been uphill, and his courage and warm
personality have brought around more
voters in every campaign. In politics, all
campaigns are crucial, there is never a
minor election for the candidate whose
name is on the ballot. But for Wendell
Ford, the test of tests is just a few weeks
away.
Through perserverance, a dogged
determination to get through the politicans
and into the hearts of the people, by dent of
much hard work, and because he has
shown himself a man who doesn't know
how to give up, he is returning to Logan
County in the closing days of the campaign
as a man who has proven his right to the
leadership of the party. He will find a
warm welcome here, reflective, we are
sure, of a hearty vote in November when,
most observers believe, Wendell Ford will
carry Logan County and earn, at last, that
majority for which he has so diligently and
gallantly labored.

Man To Man
An appraisal of Wendell Ford by a campaign worker
He is a person who works constantly at
the Job of getting along with other people
and helping them to get along with each
other. He goes out of his way to see the
other fellows point of view and help bring
understanding where there is tension.
Although he himself may be able to jump
across the chasm that he sees in human
relations, he thinks of the other people
affected by it and starts to build a bridge of
understanding, cooperation and good will.

Radiance and Joy are characteristic of
this person who has this quality of personality. He is not afraid of fightln but
he is concerned with fighting over things
that are trivial and not worth the struggle
of the soul. He is concerned of the damage
that can come to human personality from
an unkind word thoughtlessly spoken. He
is concerned of the prejudices that like
leeches suck away the life of a nation. He is
concerned, but he is concerned with the

tensions between races and groups and
classes of people. He is concerned, but he
is honest and courageous, and so he builds
bridges of appreciation, of understanding,
and of cooperation.
He works at the job of helping people Live
together in peace and harmony.
Is there anybody our state needs more
right now than this person? Is there any of
us who could not work harder at becomiing
this kind of person?
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THE YEAR OF THE DEMOCRATS
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Why You
Should

Wendell Ford
For
Governor

Vote
Democratic

Julian Carroll
For
Lt. Governor

• Cut out waste in government
• Help take the sales tax off of groceries
• Help bring clean, modern industry to every
Kentucky county
• Develop major new markets for Kentucky farm
products ... support Tobacco Research
• Increase aid to needy elderly citizens
• Improve Kentucky's schools
• Crack down on drug peddling
• Move against air and water pollution
• Enforce law against strip mining abuse; require
reclamation of mined land
• Insist on honesty and economical operation
throughout state government

VOTE DEMOCRATIC • TUESDAY, NOV. 2

*-

Wendell Ford for Governor
Julian Carroll for It. Governor
PROVEN TAX-CUTTERS

Supplement To:
The Lesingtori Herald
Paducah Sno-Dernocrat
Kentucky PoM & Tiines Star
Fulton County News
linkman (airier
Ashland Independesi
Mayfield Messenger
Henderson Weimer & Journal
Harlan DMly Enterprise
Rkhmond Daily Register
Maths°. t minty Post
Perk City Daily News
Madisonville Messenger
Illopkiesville Kentucky New Era
Frankfort State Journal
Knott Comity News
Russell aunty News
Wayne County Oulloth
Trimble Democrat
Mona) Ledger & Times
Ness-Demorrat
Logan Leader
Middlesboro Doily News
Cremona Community Press
Hazard lierald
Fiends' Gazette
Grsyson Joorthl-ithiquirer
Greeoup News
Woodford Sue
Wincirester Sea
Cyan/skim Democrat
Sbelby News
Henry Comity Local
Cltizen-Adverther
NewoDeniocrat
Park Dolly Enterprise
Rekord County News
Carlisle County News
McLean Carroty News
Marston(ourier
Times Democrat
Advaoce-1 finnan
Usingstrim Ledger
Olio County Times
Herald News
Kentseity Standard
Gallatin County News
Hardin County Enterprise
Elizabethtown Ness
Oldham Era
Floyd County Times
The Ml.l. Eagle
Fraolilin Favorite
Ohio Carinsty News
Pike C000ly News
Hancock Carty Clarke
DanvIlk Advocate Mmsenger
The Ledger Isdepeodent
Shelby Sentinel

SMILE
The Democrats are coming back
be sure they do with your vote
on
-de

Tuesday, November 2
Paid for by the Kentucky Democratic Campaign Committee
P.O. Box 1153,Owensboro,Ky. J. Donald Riney, Tress.

